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1 Tekla Structures 2022 release
notes

Welcome to Tekla Structures 2022!

Embrace automation for quicker collaboration, shorter project times,
smoother workflows, and effective decisions with Tekla Structures. Better
workflows enable early decision making, quick collaboration, and shorter
schedules with offsite manufacturing. Experience a new era of convenience
and change the way you build with advanced paperless workflows and highly
automated fabrication.

Check the information below on the many new features and improvements in
this version:

• New fabrication drawings - create create single-part, assembly and cast
unit drawings more efficiently (page 9)

• New reinforcement object type - rebar assembly (page 17)

• Updated spacing settings and other reinforcement improvements
(page 25)

• New rendering modes for reference models (page 33)

• New way to control pour unit visibility in Organizer (page 36)

• Changes in managing Tekla Structures (page 37)

• Modeling improvements (page 41)

• Improvements in the shape catalog (page 45)

• Drawing improvements (page 47)

• IFC improvements (page 53)

• Interoperability improvements (page 59)

• Updates in tools for automated precast fabrication (page 63)

• Improvements in components (page 70)

• Improvements in Template Editor, templates, and reports (page 77)
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• Tooltip improvements (page 78)

• Changes in advanced options (page 81)

• Changes in template attributes (page 84)

• Tekla Structures 2022 fixlist (page 85)

Service packs

Follow the links below for information on new features, improvements and
fixes made in each currently available service pack:

Compatibility

We suggest that you complete any unfinished models using your current
version of Tekla Structures.

This version is not backwards compatible. When you create or save a model in
Tekla Structures 2022, you cannot open it in older versions due to database
differences.

See the hardware recommendations for information on supported operating
systems.

With on-premises licenses, Tekla Structures 2022 requires Tekla License
Server 2017 or later. To check which license server version to use with your
current Tekla Structures version, see Tekla license server hardware
recommendations.

Administrator's release notes

Advanced users should read the Tekla Structures administrator's release notes
(page 86) for information on how to apply the additional customizations
available in this release.

Localization release notes

Environment-specific changes are explained in the Localization release notes
(page 113).

Tekla Open API release notes

The Tekla Open API release notes can be found in the Tekla Developer Center.

Tekla Structures 2022 release notes 8
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2 New fabrication drawings -
create single-part, assembly,
and cast unit drawings more
efficiently

Expanding on Tekla Structures in-product intelligence, the 2022 version of
Tekla Structures provides a more efficient and simple way of creating
fabrication assembly drawings for both steel and precast customers alike.

Fabrication drawings is a new, more efficient and straightforward method for
creating single-part, assembly and cast unit drawings. It is a combination of
the existing tools for creating single-part, assembly and cast unit drawings and
the new functionality that reduces the amount of repetitive work in the
drawing creation process.

Similarly to the current functionality, you can create drawings by using saved
settings predefined for different model objects, or by using existing drawings
in your model as templates. What is new in the fabrication drawings
functionality is that it provides better management capabilities over the
creation process, allowing you to select settings for every individual model
object or, alternatively, select the best matching drawing template
automatically detected in the current model.

The new functionality provides the following benefits:

• Automatic selection of the best matching drawing in the current
model

Unlike the previous functionality, the new functionality eliminates non-
productive effort spent on searching for similar drawing templates, as
Tekla Structures does this automatically.

New fabrication drawings - create single-part,
assembly, and cast unit drawings more efficiently
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• Mass creation of drawings in one click by using different drawing
templates or saved settings

Create drawings for miscellaneous object types at one go instead of
spending time on selecting specific settings or cloning templates for every
model object separately.

• Simplified workflow and user interface

Drawing creation and drawing cloning functionalities are centralized in one
place.

• Flexible control over creation methods

The new functionality provides a clear division between the creation of
drawings from saved settings and from drawing templates, and allows you
to use these two choices interchangeably.

• Possibility to create drawings for all objects included in an assembly
or cast unit

Let Tekla Structures detect all sub-assemblies and parts that belong to the
selected assembly or cast unit, and create drawings for all of them in one
click by enabling the Associated parts or Associated sub-assemblies
option.

What happened to the old drawing creation commands

The fabrication drawings feature intends to replace the following drawing
creation commands:

• Create single-part drawing (W)

• Create assembly drawing (A)

• Create cast unit drawing (C)

These commands have been removed from the ribbon, context menu and
contextual toolbar. They are still available in Quick Launch.

The commands for creating drawings and for opening Master drawing
catalog are now placed directly on the Drawings & reports tab instead of a
drop-down list.

2.1 How to start
• First select objects in the model.

NOTE To create assembly drawings, ensure that the Select assemblies
selection switch is active in the model before you select any

New fabrication drawings - create single-part,
assembly, and cast unit drawings more efficiently
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objects. Alternatively, you can use appropriate selection filters and
the Object visibility options in the Creation review dialog box to
define the objects for which you want to create drawings.

If you have selected parts in the model, a message is displayed asking you
to confirm if you want to create single-part drawings. If you want to create
single-part drawings, click OK, otherwise click Cancel.

This is how the ribbon drop-down looks by default when you have selected
objects and enabled both switches:

• Enable or disable the Creation review and Smart create switches
depending on whether you want to create drawings immediatelly, or open
the Creation review dialog box for more controlled creation process.

• Select the Create fabrication drawing command from the ribbon, context
menu or contextual toolbar. Tekla Structures creates the drawings
immediately, or opens the Creation review dialog box for more controlled
creation process, depending on your switch selection.

2.2 Create drawings fast with Smart create
• To create drawings fast based on the best matching drawing template in

the current model, select objects in the model, enable the Smart create
switch only, and select Create fabrication drawing on the ribbon, context
menu or contextual toolbar. If a matching drawing is not found, drawings
are created from the settings applied in the drawing properties dialog box.

Keep the Smart create switch disabled if you do not want Tekla Structures to
search for the best matching drawing template. When the switch is disabled,
and you select the Create fabrication drawing command, the Creation
review dialog box opens, and you are proposed to create drawings from
Applied settings for all listed model objects.

Note that Smart create does not look for the best matching drawing template
for single-part and rebar assembly objects.

New fabrication drawings - create single-part,
assembly, and cast unit drawings more efficiently
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2.3 Control drawing creation with Creation review
• To have more control over the drawing creation process, select the objects

in the model, ensure that you have both the Creation review and Smart
create switch enabled, and select Create fabrication drawing on the
ribbon, context menu or contextual toolbar. Select the needed options and
settings described below, and click Create.

After the tool has completed the evaluation of model objects, the Creation
review dialog box is displayed with a list of the selected objects, and the best
matching drawing templates for each individual object are shown in the
Create from column.

New fabrication drawings - create single-part,
assembly, and cast unit drawings more efficiently
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Select the desired options and settings:

New fabrication drawings - create single-part,
assembly, and cast unit drawings more efficiently
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• When you have Smart create enabled, you can select any other drawing
template from the current or any other model in the drop-down list, and
use search to find the drawing template.

• When you have Smart create enabled, you can select from the current
model the drawing objects whose drawings you want to use as a template.
To do this, select Select from model..., and select the object from the
model among the objects that are available for selection.

New fabrication drawings - create single-part,
assembly, and cast unit drawings more efficiently
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• To define whether certain drawing objects should be recreated by using
the settings of the selected drawing template or applied settings, open the
Smart create overrides dialog box.

• To use applied settings only, disable Smart create. By default, if the best
matching template has not been found, Smart create is disabled

New fabrication drawings - create single-part,
assembly, and cast unit drawings more efficiently
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automatically and Applied settings becomes available. You can open the
drop-down list to select any other saved settings.

• Clear the check boxes in front of the model objects to prevent the creation
of drawings for these objects.

• To select the same best matching template or applied settings for several
model objects, hold down Shift or Ctrl, select the model objects, and then
select the desired best matching template or applied settings in the Create
from column.

• Enable or disable the following Object visibility options to control which
objects are displayed in the Creation review dialog box:

• Assemblies: Lists selected assemblies.

• Associated parts: Lists selected parts associated to assemblies.

• Associated sub-assemblies. Lists selected sub-assemblies
associated to assemblies.

• Parts: Lists all selected parts.

• Objects that have drawings: Lists objects that already have drawings.

New fabrication drawings - create single-part,
assembly, and cast unit drawings more efficiently
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3 New reinforcement object type
- rebar assembly

Tekla Structures 2022 introduces rebar assembly, a reinforcement object type
that combines together any reinforcement object types. You can also include
assemblies in rebar assemblies, and so add couplers, end anchors, and other
parts as sub-assemblies. Rebar assemblies are useful when you model
reinforcement cages or custom meshes that will be prefabricated, for
example.

To create a rebar assembly:

1. Create the reinforcement objects (and the possible parts, such as couplers
and end anchors) that you want to include in the rebar assembly.

2. On the Rebar tab, click Assembly --> Create rebar assembly.
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3. Select the objects that you want to include in the rebar assembly.

You can select reinforcing bars, bar groups, rebar sets, reinforcement
meshes, strands, and assemblies. Parts can only be added as sub-
assemblies.

4. Click the middle mouse button to finish selecting objects and to create the
rebar assembly.

The reinforcement object with the highest weight becomes the main
object of the rebar assembly. The main object then sets the coordinate
system of the rebar assembly for drawings and reports, for example.

Note that if you select components and want to include the component
objects in the rebar assembly, the components need to be exploded first.
Tekla Structures warns you about this and explodes the components
when you click Yes in the warning dialog box.

To modify the rebar assembly structure or to remove objects from it, use the
other new commands under Assembly on the Rebar tab:

Alternatively, you can use the corresponding commands on the right-click
context menu.
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To add more objects to the same hierarchy level as the other objects in an
existing rebar assembly, use the Assembly --> Add to assembly command on
the context menu.

If needed, you can also adjust the coordinate system of the selected rebar

assembly by using direct modification. Click  Define or remove
coordinate system on the contextual toolbar, and then drag these handles:

When you work with rebar assemblies, use the same selection switches and
the same methods to move in the assembly hierarchy as with other nested
assemblies.

You can also number rebar assemblies and add them to pour units in the
same way as other assemblies.

3.1 Rebar assemblies in reports and filtering
• There is now a new content type, REBAR_ASSEMBLY, with many template

attributes available for rows in Template Editor. You can use these when
you report and filter rebar assemblies.

• Two new template attributes, ADDED_TO_REBAR_ASSEMBLY and
REBAR_ASSEMBLY_TYPE, are introduced.

• A new report template, TS_Report_Inquire_Rebar_Assembly.rpt, is
used with the Inquire object command for rebar assemblies.

• For example in filtering, you can use the MAINPART. prefix in front of an
attribute name to access the properties of the main reinforcement object
from the rebar assembly level.

3.2 Rebar assemblies in drawings
You can now create drawings for rebar assemblies, define view-specific rebar
assembly settings on the Rebar assembly tab in drawing view properties, and
add assembly position in reinforcement marks and associative notes.
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This new feature streamlines the creation of reinforcement cage drawings for
cast-in-place structures as well as welded mesh drawings for precast
manufacturing, for example.

• You can create drawings for rebar assemblies with the new Create
fabrication drawing command, which you can find on the ribbon, context
menu, and contextual toolbar. First create a rebar assembly in the model
by using the new Create rebar assembly command. Then select the rebar
assembly in the model and create the drawing.

For more information about the new way of creating fabrication drawings,
see Fabrication drawings - create single-part, assembly and cast unit
drawings more efficiently (page 9).

Adjust rebar assembly visibility and representation

• A new tab Rebar assembly has been added in drawing view level
reinforcement properties for rebar assemblies in cast unit, assembly, and
general arrangement drawings:

• Set the Visibility of rebar assemblies: Select Visible or Not visible.

• Set the rebar assembly Representation:

Outline: The rebar assembly and all its sub-assemblies are shown as
outline boxes.
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As individual rebar objects: All rebar objects in the rebar assembly
and sub-assemblies are visible.

Sub-assemblies as outline, highest level as individual rebar objects:
All sub-assemblies are shown as outline boxes and the highest level of
the rebar assembly is shown as individual rebar objects.
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• Set the rebar assembly line color and type.

• Similarly as with rebar meshes, you can choose to display a symbol for
the rebar assembly. The symbol options are the same as with meshes.
The mesh symbol appears in the middle of the diagonal line.

Add assembly position to reinforcement marks

The Assembly position element is now available in reinforcement mark
properties, and associative note properties. It gives the position number of the
associated rebar assembly.
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Filter view contents by using assembly template attributes

You can use the assembly template attributes ASSEMBLY.HIERARCHY_LEVEL
and ASSEMBLY.ASSEMBLY_POS for filtering the drawing view contents. To
create filters, in drawing view properties, click Filter in the options tree.
Examples:

• To show the desired assembly level, select Template as Category, type 
ASSEMBLY.HIERARCHY_LEVEL as Property, select Equal, and define the
desired assembly level as the value.

• To show several levels, use the ASSEMBLY.HIERARCHY_LEVEL attribute,
select Greater or equal and type the number of the lowest level that you
want to show as the value.

• To show or hide the rebar assemblies you do not want to see, use 
ASSEMBLY.ASSEMBLY_POS, select Equal or Does not equal and type the
assembly position number.

The following example filter shows the hierarchy level 3 assemblies that have
the position number AA/1:

Note that you can also create a drawing view filter by selecting Assembly as
Category and Position number as Property and then define the assembly
position number as the value. With this filter the view shows assembly AA/1
(including all its sub-assemblies).
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4 Updated spacing settings and
other reinforcement
improvements

Tekla Structures 2022 comes with updated spacing settings, curved leg
surfaces, performance improvements, and some new properties for rebar
sets. For reinforcement objects, the Inquire center of gravity command can
now be used, and many property panes have been partly rearranged. There
are also improvements in Rebar shape manager.

Updated spacing settings and other
reinforcement improvements
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4.1 Improved spacing properties of rebar sets
The spacing properties of rebar sets are now similar to the properties the
rebar groups have. These properties are available in the property pane under
Distribution, which has replaced the previous Spacing properties section.

When you have one or more rebar sets and one or more rebar groups
selected, you can now modify their spacing properties simultaneously since
they share the same properties.

The same spacing properties are also available for rebar set secondary
guidelines and property modifiers.

Modifying bar spacings in model views

In addition to changing spacing values in the Rebar set, Rebar set secondary
guideline, or Rebar property modifier property pane, you can modify rebar

Updated spacing settings and other
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set bar spacings in model views by using the direct modification dimensions
and handles.

To modify secondary guideline spacings independently from the primary
guideline, set Inherit from primary to No. For property modifiers, set the
new Modify distribution property to Yes.

1. Ensure that the  Direct modification switch is active.

2. Select a rebar set, secondary guideline, or property modifier.

3. On the contextual toolbar, click  Modify the spacings.

4. Click a spacing value, start/end offset, or the number of bars on the
guideline, enter a new value, and then press Enter.

On the contextual toolbar, you can also select an option for Creation method.
With the By exact spacings option, you can list multiple spacing values
(separated with space characters) and/or use multiplication to repeat the
same spacing, for example, 100 200 5*300.

If you want to add, move, or delete individual bars, click  Move, add, delete
reinforcement on the contextual toolbar, and then use the direct

modification handles  and . You can also use the Exclude list in the
property pane to leave out the first and/or last rebar set bars.

Bar spacings in existing custom components

In custom components that have been created using earlier versions of Tekla
Structures, the rebar set bar spacings are automatically converted to use the
new spacing properties. Note that if parametric variables have been used to
set spacing values, those custom components need to be edited to make use
of the new spacing properties.

The other properties of any custom component instance are not changed.

4.2 Curved leg surfaces of rebar sets
When you create rebar sets using the By guidelines command, Tekla
Structures now creates leg surfaces in concrete parts. Leg surfaces can be
curved, or flat, and they make it easy and efficient to reinforce curved or
complex concrete structures.

To add a leg surface to an existing rebar set, select the rebar set in the model,

click the new  Add leg surface button on the Rebar set contextual tab on
the ribbon, and then select the surface where you want to add the leg surface.

Note that the rebar sets that have leg surfaces can only have two guidelines.

Updated spacing settings and other
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4.3 Changing the bar plane orientation in rebar sets
By default, Tekla Structures creates rebar set bars at planes that are
perpendicular to the guidelines. In slanted or complex concrete structures,
you may want to align the bar planes with the global z direction of the model,
or some other way.

To change the bar plane orientation of a selected rebar set, click the new 
Bar plane orientation button on the contextual toolbar. Tekla Structures
shows a yellow arrow with two blue direct modification handles, at the start
point of the primary guideline, and the bars become aligned with the global z
direction.

To adjust the bar plane orientation some other way, drag the handles.

If you want to revert to the original bar plane orientation, and to hide the

yellow arrow, click  again on the contextual toolbar.

Updated spacing settings and other
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4.4 New setting for property modifiers
With rebar set property modifiers you can now modify all bars of a rebar set
that are in the same plane even though some of the bars are not touched by a
property modifier (or its projection). The new Affect whole bar plane setting
is available in the Special section in the rebar property modifier properties.

When Affect whole bar plane set to Yes, it is enough to create one property
modifier that affects rebar set bars on opposite sides of an opening, for
example.

Affect whole bar plane = Yes Affect whole bar plane = No

4.5 Rebar set performance improvements
Modifying rebar sets is now faster than previously. The performance has been
improved especially in models with a lot of rebar sets that touch each other.

Updated spacing settings and other
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Also, modifying bar spacings is now significantly faster in rebar sets that
contain a large number of spacing zones.

4.6 Center of gravity for rebar objects
You can now inquire the center of gravity of the reinforcement objects. It is
good to know the center of gravity when the objects are lifted or transported,
for example.

1. Select one or more reinforcement objects in the model.

2. Do one of the following:

• Right-click, and then select Inquire center of gravity.

• On the ribbon, click the down arrow next to , and then select
Center of gravity.

Tekla Structures creates a point at the center of gravity of the selected objects,
and displays information about the center of gravity in a separate window.

To remove the point from the model, redraw the model view.

4.7 Changes in the rebar object property panes
There are changes in the property pane layouts for rebar sets and modifiers,
as well as for reinforcing bars, bar groups, reinforcement meshes, and
strands. Some sections in the property panes have been renamed, and some
properties have been moved to different sections. For example, the previous
Attributes section has been replaced with General and Special, and the
Creation section has been removed and its content moved to Distribution.

These changes make the various property panes more consistent with each
other, and the common properties of different object types are now easier to
find and modify.

4.8 Fixing method for rebar objects
You can now specify how reinforcement objects are fixed. Use the new Fixing
method user-defined attribute that is available for reinforcement objects on
the Parameters tab in the user-defined attributes dialog box. The options
from which you can select the fixing method include Loose, Tied, Welded, and
Loose bundle.

Updated spacing settings and other
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4.9 Improvements in Rebar shape manager
• When the new advanced option 

XS_REBAR_USE_POLYCURVES_IN_EVALUATOR is set to TRUE, which is the
default value, Rebar shape manager now recognizes and uses the
polycurve geometries of bars. This is useful with rebar sets that have leg
surfaces.

In addition, the bar geometry conversion that recognizes arcs and removes
extra points on straight bar legs has been extended so that the adjacent
arcs of polycurves are combined into one arc if the deviation of the
geometry is less than the curve tolerance.

Previously, polycurve bar geometries were recognized as polylines and
might result in polygonal chains of short bar legs. This is also the case if 
XS_REBAR_USE_POLYCURVES_IN_EVALUATOR is set to FALSE.

• When you define bending shape rules in Rebar shape manager, you can
now use the following new logical comparison operators:

• Not parallel

• Not perpendicular

• Not collinear

• Not overlapping

• You can now compare selected reinforcing bars in the model to the existing
bending shapes in the RebarShapeRules.xml files.

This improvement was introduced in Tekla Structures 2021 SP2.

• In Rebar shape manager, the bars that are not recognized with their
original input point order are now automatically examined also in the
reversed input point order. This improvement eliminates the need to
create duplicate definitions for certain bar shapes.

This improvement was introduced in Tekla Structures 2021 SP4.

• In the RebarShapeManager.CustomProperties.dat file, it is now
possible to define any user-defined attribute or any of the following built-in
properties to be used as a custom property:

• NAME
• GRADE
• SIZE
• CLASS
• proSERIE
• proSTARTNUMBER
Use proSERIE for the numbering prefix and proSTARTNUMBER for the start
number.

Updated spacing settings and other
reinforcement improvements
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This improvement was introduced in Tekla Structures 2021 SP4.

Updated spacing settings and other
reinforcement improvements
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5 New rendering modes for
reference models

In Tekla Structures 2022, you can now control the reference model and overlay
model visualization separately from parts and components.

With the new rendering options, it is easier to achieve the desired visualization
of the model. By separating the reference model rendering from the
component rendering, you can now clearly identify which objects are in a
reference model and which objects in a component.

There are new ribbon commands for reference model visualization on the
View tab:

• References wireframe
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• References shaded wireframe

• References grayscale

• References rendered
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• Show only selected reference

Alternatively, you can use the keyboard shortcuts Ctrl+Shift+1...5.

NOTE References grayscale and Show only selected reference options do not
work with the overlay models.
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6 New way to control pour unit
visibility in Organizer

In Tekla Structures 2022, you can now control in Organizer whether pour
units or cast-in-place cast units are used as the highest cast-in-place hierarchy
level in Organizer.

You can find the Pour units enabled setting in Organizer Settings, on the
Synchronization tab:

• Select the check box to use pour units as the highest cast-in-place
hierarchy level.

• Clear the check box to use cast-in-place cast units as the highest cast-in-
place hierarchy level.

Organizer can show either pour unit or cast-in-place cast unit hierarchy at a
time.

Previously, you could control the visibility of pour unit cast-in-place hierarchy
in Organizer only by using the XS_ENABLE_POUR_MANAGEMENT advanced
option. Now the advanced option value is used when you create a new model
or open an existing model that was created with a previous Tekla Structures
version. When you change the Pour units enabled setting in Organizer, this
changed setting is now used regardless of the advanced option value.

Changing the Pour units enabled setting causes synchronization

When you select or clear the Pour units enabled setting, Organizer is fully
synchronized when you close the Settings dialog box. Take this into account
when changing the setting in large models, as synchronization may take some
time.

Note that categories with manually added content lose the pour unit or cast-
in-place cast unit content, depending on whether Pour units enabled is
selected or not. If you change the setting again, Organizer does not add the
manually added content back to the categories. You need to manually add the
content again.

New way to control pour unit visibility in
Organizer
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7 Changes in managing Tekla
Structures

Some of the general settings used for managing Tekla Structures have been
changed in version 2022.

7.1 Reorganization of folders in Tekla Structures
installation folder
The folders in the Tekla Structures installation folder have been reorganized to
enable easier packaging of the product and new methods of delivering content
in the future.

For details, see Administrator's release notes: Reorganization of folders in the
Tekla Structures installation folder (page 102).

7.2 Installation is prevented in unsupported Windows
versions
The Tekla Structures installer now prevents you from installing Tekla
Structures in Windows 7, Windows 8.0, and Windows Server 2008.

7.3 Online licensing: New advanced option for keeping
the license reserved
A new advanced option, XS_DEFAULT_KEEP_ONLINE_LICENSE_CHECKBOX, is
introduced for setting the default value of the Keep this license reserved on
this device check box in the closing confirmation message box, which appears
when you close Tekla Structures. This advanced option must be set in an
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initialization (.ini) file. The default value is TRUE, which keeps the license
reserved. If this advanced option is not set, or is set to TRUE, the check box is
selected if you use a named license, or if you have selected to keep the license
reserved in the previous Tekla Structures session. If you set this advanced
option to FALSE, the Keep this license reserved on this device check box is
never selected by default.

7.4 Support tool improvements
If an application error in Tekla Structures is encountered, the Windows logs of
the type Error from the last 72 hours are now attached to the Support tool
automatically. They can be skipped by clearing the Crash information file
check box in the Support tool dialog box.

7.5 Increased length for value fields and folder paths
The number of characters that can be used in some value fields and folder
paths has been increased.

Maximum length for the Name property is now 61 characters

The Name property can now contain up to 61 characters instead of the
previously supported 21 characters.

This change applies to

• all objects in the model with the Name property, including also pour units,
reinforcement and rebar sets, and surface treatment, and surface objects

• all objects in the drawings with the Name property, such as dimension
marks, part marks, associative notes, and so on

• the templates for drawings and reports

• the Inquire object dialog box.

Maximum length for property names in system components increased

The Name, Bolt standard, Material, Reinforcing bar, and Finish property
names in system components can now contain more characters than
previously.

• Name

Part names can now be up to 61 characters long. Previously, the limit was
19 characters.

• Bolt standard

Bolt standard names can now be up to 30 characters long. Previously, the
limit was 19 characters.
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• Material

Material names can now be up to 31 characters long. Previously, the limit
was 19 characters.

• Reinforcing bar

Reinforcing names can now be up to 61 characters long. Previously, the
limit was 19 characters.

• Finish

Finish property names can now be up to 61 characters long. Previously, the
limit was 19 characters.

Maximum length for certain import and export folder paths increased

• The Input file folder path in the following import tools may now contain up
to 255 characters instead of the previously supported 79 or 80 characters.

• Import FEM (S5)

• Import Attribute (15)

• Import CAD (all import types)

• CAD and FEM import: Profile and material conversion file paths in the CAD
and FEM import may now contain up to 255 characters instead of the
previously supported 79 characters.

• IFC2x3 export: The Output file folder path may now contain up to 247
characters instead of the previously supported 72 characters.

7.6 Location of UserFeedbackLog.txt file has been
changed
The log file for usage data, UserFeedbackLog.txt, is now stored in the Logs
folder under the path defined with XSUSERDATADIR in
teklastructures.ini file.

Previously, the UserFeedbackLog.txt log file was located in the
TeklaStructuresModels folder.

7.7 Translations for property pane and ribbon
You can now use custom translation strings in the property pane and ribbon.

For details, see Administrator's release notes: Translations for property pane
and ribbon (page 101).
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7.8 Improvements in Tekla Structures extension
manager
In Tekla Structures extension manager, you can now list the extensions by
type: extension or environment. You can now also search for content based on
name, author, description, and type of extension.

Sorting extensions by date now correctly reflects the date format of the
system locale.

This change was introduced in Tekla Structures 2021 service pack 2.
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8 Modeling improvements

Tekla Structures 2022 comes with the following enhancements related to
modeling:

8.1 Changes in the autosave interval
The autosave interval for model changes is now based on time, not on the
number of commands as previously.

Autosave interval is set in File --> Settings --> Options, in the General
settings.

Previously, the number you entered in the first box was the number of
commands you had to run before Tekla Structures saved the model.

Now, the number you enter in the first box is the minutes after which Tekla
Structures saves the model. The default is 15 minutes, after which Tekla
Structures autosaves your work. The minimum time interval is 2 minutes.

Note that if there are no changes in the model during the autosave interval,
the autosave is not triggered.

8.2 Splitting plates and slabs
The improved Split command was introduced in Tekla Structures 2021 SP1.

It is now easier to split contour plates and slabs in the model. You no longer
need to use a polygon for splitting, or shift the work plane.

To split a plate or slab:

1. On the Edit tab, click Split.

2. Select the plate or slab you want to split.

Bent plates and lofted plates and slabs cannot be split.
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3. Pick the points you want the splitting line to go through.

Pick the first point and the last point on an edge of the plate or slab.

Areas with chamfers, cuts, or openings cannot be split. If you try to pick
points in these areas, the preview of the splitting line turns red, indicating
that splitting is not possible.

8.3 Improvements in visualizing bolts
• When the advanced option XS_DRAW_BOLTS_3D_IN_BOLT_LAYER is set to 

TRUE, which is the default value, the model views that display bolts as
rendered solid objects (using the Exact representation option) open and
update faster. This performance improvement is especially noticeable in
large models with steel structures.

• If a bolt has two nuts, the second nut is now shown 30 degrees rotated
both in the model and in drawings when using the exact solid
representation.

8.4 The Make into assembly command has been renamed
to Join as sub-assemblies
The Make into assembly command has been renamed to Join as sub-
assemblies to make it clearer what is the purpose of the command.
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8.5 Improvements in copying properties in the property
pane
When you start copying properties in the property pane, all the properties are
now always selected. When you select the objects you want to copy properties
to, the check boxes for all property fields are shown and you can still change
which properties will be copied, except for those properties which have the
same value in the source object and in the target objects.

In the target object properties, you can now switch between the copied new
values and the original values by clearing or selecting the check marks next to
the properties.

8.6 Default value for top-in-form face
In Tekla Structures 2022, if you have not specifically set the top-in-form value,
the Show top-in-form face command now highlights the default face, which is
the front face of the part. Previously, it only highlighted the part faces that
were manually set.

8.7 Diagnosing models for unfolding
The Diagnose model command now reports if the unfolded solid cannot be
created for a part. Many report properties, like LENGTH, are calculated using
the unfolded part solid, so it is important to find and try to fix these solids in
the model.

8.8 Deforming properties in custom components
In custom component editor, you can now parametrize column and beam
deforming properties Cambering, Shortening, Warping angle at end 1, and
Warping angle at end 2.

8.9 Direct modification handles for custom components
Now the custom components with 2 input points have the direct modification
handles available for the input points.
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8.10 Improvements in inquiring welds
Weld seams that are unrealistically far away from each other are now detected
when you inquire welds by using the Inquire object command. The error code
list now contains a new error code E7: Weld seams are far apart from
each other.

8.11 Clicking a switch on ribbon drop-down no longer
closes the drop-down
The ribbon drop-down list behavior has been changed when the list contains
commands that can be switched on or off. Now the ribbon drop-down list
remains open when you switch between the states of these commands.

8.12 New material information file for Trimble Connect
Visualizer
Predefined materials and their color and transparency information are now
read from the materials_ifc.xml file saved in the ..\TeklaStructures\
<version>\bin\applications\Tekla\Tools\
TrimbleConnectVisualizer\TrimbleConnectVisualizer_Data\
StreamingAssets folder. Previously, the material information was read from
the MaterialTypes.ini file.
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9 Improvements in the shape
catalog

In the Tekla Structures 2022 shape catalog, you can preview shapes and move
and copy groups.

9.1 Previewing shapes
When you select a shape in the Shape catalog or Select shape dialog box,
you can now see a preview of the selected shape in the upper right corner of
the dialog box.
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In the preview, you can zoom in and out by scrolling with the mouse wheel,
rotate the shape using the left mouse button, pan using the middle mouse
button, and adjust the viewing angle using the right mouse button. When you
do these, the mouse pointer changes accordingly. For example:

, , or 

The preview is available for shapes that have less than 64 000 vertexes in their
3D geometry. If the preview cannot be shown, an error image appears instead.

9.2 Moving and copying groups
You can move and copy groups and sub-groups of shapes in the Shape
catalog dialog box.

These improvements were introduced in Tekla Structures 2021 SP3 and SP5.
See also 2021 SP5: New features, improvements, and important fixes for
details.
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10Drawing improvements

Tekla Structures 2022 introduces new functionality, improvements and
changes in rendering, snapping, zooming, handling view frames, accessing
property dialog boxes, hatches, dimensioning, Document manager, 2D
Library, rebar pull-outs and marking, layout names, handling non-solid lines,
and handling fonts.

10.1 New FOG drawing rendering engine
With the new FOG drawing rendering engine the overall rendering is faster,
which can be seen when you pan or zoom, for example. To activate the FOG
rendering, set the new, user-specific XS_DRAWING_RENDERING_ENGINE
advanced option to FOG in the Drawing View category of the Advanced
Options dialog box. To use the Windows Graphics Device Interface (GDI)
rendering, set this advanced option to GDI. GDI is the default value.

Note that setting the XS_USE_SMART_PAN advanced option to TRUE is useful
for the Windows GDI only and has no effect on FOG rendering.

10.2 Snapping improvements
• The color of the snap reference lines in the drawing mode is now light blue,

the same as in the modeling mode. Earlier, it was dark blue.

Also snap symbols are now more clear in the drawing mode.

New snap reference line color and snap symbol:

Old snap reference line color and snap symbol:
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• When you add level marks in a drawing, snapping now works according to
the selected snap switch. This improvement was already introduced in
Tekla Structures 2021 SP6.

10.3 New default shortcut for Zoom selected
Shift+Space is now the default shortcut for the Zoom selected command
both in the modeling mode and in the drawing mode.

This improvement was already introduced in Tekla Structures 2021 SP5. See
2021 SP5: New features, improvements, and important fixes for details.

10.4 Better handling of non-solid lines in drawings
Overlapping cut and non-solid (dashed, dash-and-dot) lines are now removed
automatically in drawings. Earlier, cut and non-solid lines sometimes became
misaligned and looked like solid lines in drawings. Because of this, hidden
objects were sometimes presented as not hidden, causing serious issues,
especially in concrete drawings.

Note that cut lines that have been manually added in drawings are not
removed automatically.

The removal of overlapping cut or non-solid lines is controlled by the
XS_ENABLE_OVERLAPPING_CUT_LINE_REMOVAL advanced option. It is by
default set to TRUE, and the overlapping cut and non-solid (dashed, dash-and-
dot) lines are removed.

Before the fix:
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After the fix:

10.5 Show or hide drawing view frames
A new user-specific advanced option, XS_VIEW_FRAMES_VISIBLE, has been
added in the Drawing View category of the Advanced Options dialog box:

• When you set this advanced option to FALSE, the drawing view frames are
hidden until you move the mouse pointer over the view. This is the default
value.

• When you set this advanced option to TRUE, the drawing view frames are
visible all the time.
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• In Tekla Structures versions 2019 and earlier, the drawing view frames
were always visible. In Tekla Structures 2019i, the drawing view frames
were hidden and only displayed when the mouse pointer was over the view
frame.

10.6 Property dialog boxes available through Quick
Launch
You can now open property dialog boxes for drawing objects, such as parts,
reinforcement, surface treatment, and grids, through Quick Launch. Type

properties in the Quick Launch box  in the drawing
mode, and Tekla Structures lists all the property dialog boxes that are
available for opening.

10.7 Improvements in drawing hatches
The new hatching algorithm correctly handles a much wider range of complex
geometries, such as self-intersecting polygons, collinear polygon edges,
touching polygon vertex/edge cases and many others.

10.8 Dimensioning improvements
• Reading dimensioning rule files from relative folders using the advanced

options XS_FIRM and XS_PROJECT is now possible. For example,
XS_FIRM=".\ts" can be used to read files from the 'ts' folder inside the
model folder.

• Drawing dimensioning performance has been significantly improved when
you use the Filter dimensions method to dimension reinforcement.

• Items can now be dimensioned to the first reference point (insertion point).
The Dimensioning rule properties dialog box has a new setting, Items,
for controlling how items are dimensioned. The options are:

By reference point: Places the dimensioning point to the first insertion
point of the item.

As secondary objects: Creates item dimensions similarly as parts are
dimensioned. This is the default value.

• Dimensioning of items that have other material than concrete has been
simplified to be based on the extrema box of the item. Previously, accurate
item geometry was used, which had a huge impact on the performance
when complex items were used.
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• In the Dimensioning rule properties dialog box, the label Start point has
been changed to Direction, which better represents the meaning from
which side the dimension is constructed.

10.9 Document manager improvements
Document manager UDA search

Document manager now searches for DocumentManagerUDAs*.txt files
recursively in extension folders and subfolders in addition to the previously
available search locations.

The DocumentManagerUDAs*.txt files define the drawing UDAs that are
shown in the Document manager columns.

This improvement was already introduced in Tekla Structures 2021 SP1.

Improvement in Select all

The behavior of the Select all command has been changed. Previously, if the
number of the currently selected documents was less than the total number
of displayed documents, all documents were selected, but if all were already
selected, then everything was unselected. This meant that if a single item was
visible and the user right-clicked it (at which point it became selected) and
then selected Select all from the context menu, the document was actually
deselected. That made it impossible for macros to reliably select single items
in the document list. This behavior has been changed so that now all visible
items are always selected and the toggling behavior is disabled.

10.10 Drawing 2D Library improvements
Support for grids added

Drawing 2D Library now supports grids in details. To include the grids in the
selection when you create details, click the Options button and select the new
Include grids option.

Support for polygons and polylines with alternating bulges added

Drawing 2D Library now supports polygons and polylines with alternating
bulges. Previously, when you created a detail from a polygon or polyline, the
main bulge value was set to all the sections in the detail.

New placement logic in placing details from the drawing 2D library

• Default scales of new details: Details that are created in a view will have
the default scale of the view it is created in. When the detail is placed
outside the view, new views will be created having the default scale or the
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new defined scale, and a detail without a view will be scaled with the set
scale in relation to the main 1:1 drawing paper.

• Default scales of new DWG/DXF details: Newly added DWG and DXF
details need to be created as 1:1. When another scale is defined, this will be
the default scale for the model. The .dde files related to the detail can be
moved to the firm or project folders to have their scale set for all models.

10.11 Limitation in drawing layout file names
Drawing layout (.lay) files whose names are longer than 63 characters are no
longer displayed in the Layout list in drawing properties, because Tekla
Structures does not allow the use of layout files with names over 63
characters.

10.12 Log warning about replacing a font
There is a new log warning if the requested font in drawings cannot be found,
and another font is used instead.

10.13 Rebar pull-out picture and marking improvements
• New Scale setting: You can now define the pull-out picture scale on the

Rebar tab. In Type, select Auto or Custom. If you selected Custom, type
the needed Scale value.

• Rebar pull-out picture and marking now supports unit, precision, and
format editing for all float type template attributes. The attribute needs to
be specified in the contentattributes.lst files.

• Rebar pull-out picture and marking now supports rebar strands.

• Tapered lengths have been improved so that lengths are considered over
the bars inside the tapered group.

• Rebar pull-out picture and marking now uses tapered values in pull-out
dimensions.

10.14 Improvements in Rebar group marking
A new setting, Center position number to line, has been added to the Mark
3 tab to center the rebar position number to the end line. This setting will
automatically place the position number as the first element in the list and
align this element with the leader line.
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11 IFC improvements

In Tekla Structures version 2022, you have better control over IFC entities, and
you can filter the objects that you want to include in the IFC4 export. Defining
the property sets for the IFC export is now easier and more reliable due to the
improvements in the property set definition dialog box and functionality.
There are also some improvements in the IFC object conversion and IFC4
reference model insert. Bridges are now supported in the IFC4 export.

11.1 Better control over IFC entities
More exact definition of IFC entities in IFC4 export

You now have more control over the object types to support the workflow
when you export information to the IFC4 format, and you can define the
needed IFC entities more precisely by using the new predefined and user-
defined subtypes.

For example, if you have a native assembly in your Tekla Structures model, you
can define that its entity type is IfcBridgePart, like earlier, but now you can
also be more specific and select a Subtype (IFC4) among the predefined
subtypes available, or select USERDEFINED and then type the desired type in
User-defined type (IFC4) in free text, for example, bridge part.
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IFC entity moved to property pane

The IFC entity setting was earlier located in the user-defined attributes dialog
box for model objects, now it is located in the IFC export section in the
property pane for model objects, and accessed more easily.

11.2 Bridge support in IFC4 export
• Bridge view export has been added to the IFC4 export. The main purpose

of the Bridge view export is to extend Tekla Structures to bridge
constructions. The bridge IFC files are based on the IFC4.3 schema.

• The Bridge view option has been added to the Export type list in the IFC4
Export dialog box.

• A new user-defined attribute, IFC_BRIDGE, was added in project properties.

• There is also a new IFC entity type, IfcBridgePart, available for mapping of
bridge assemblies.
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11.3 Filtering objects in IFC4 export
You can now include or exclude certain object types in the IFC4 export,
similarly to the IFC2x3 export:

11.4 Improvements in IFC property sets
The Property Set Definitions dialog box has been improved. Defining new
property sets, and editing and deleting property sets has changed, and you
can now select the desired IFC entity type from a new drop-down list to display
the entities of the selected type only.
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Improvements in the Property Set Definitions dialog box

• Property set configuration file name is the new name for the file name
field. It shows the name of the configuration file that you are currently
working on.

• There are new buttons available for working with property sets:

•  opens another dialog box where you can edit the name and
description of the selected property set.

•  deletes the selected property set from the configuration file. You
need to confirm the deletion.
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•  opens another dialog box where you can create a new property
set in the selected configuration file.

• The new Entities drop-down list allows you to select the IFC entity type
category. When you select a category, the related IFC entities are displayed
in the Select entity types list.

Architectural

Common

Hierarchy

MEP

Structural: This is the default entity type category.

NOTE If you have created additional property sets in a previous Tekla
Structures version, only the property sets corresponding to the IFC
objects types found in the new Structural entity type category will be
available in Tekla Structures 2022. Property sets corresponding to
object types located in other entity type categories (such as
IfcCovering in Common) will need to be recreated.

Other property set improvements

• The property set comparison tolerance attribute (.rmct) and comparison
set attribute (.rmcs) can now be read from the XS_FIRM and XS_PROJECT
folders.

• User-defined attributes that are defined for parts in objects.inp are now
visible and selectable in the Property Set Definitions dialog box.

• The IfcRoof, IfcRamp and IfcStair property set definitions could not be
included in the IFC export without including the IfcElementAssembly as
well. This has now been fixed.

This improvement was already introduced in Tekla Structures 2021 SP1.

• The IFC2X3 export does not export steel secondary objects as 
IfcDiscreteAccessory from now on. You can force previous
categorization by setting the new advanced option 
XS_IFC2X3_EXPORT_SECONDARY_AS_DISCRETEACCESSORY to TRUE in
an .ini file, for example, teklastructures.ini.

This improvement was already introduced in Tekla Structures 2021 SP1.

• Before, when an additional property set definition contained rules, no
property sets were written to the IFC4 export. Now rules can be used in the
additional property set definitions also in the IFC4 export.
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11.5 Other IFC export improvements
• The IFC export is now using translation strings from all folders mentioned

for the XS_MESSAGES_PATH advanced option.

• IFC2x3 export: The Output file folder path may now contain up to 247
characters instead of the previously supported 72 characters.

11.6 IFC object conversion
UDA mapping

• You can now have dots (.) in the property set names in Copy properties to
UDAs Property box in the IFC object conversion settings dialog box. You
can copy properties from the IFC object property sets to be used as user-
defined attributes of converted Tekla Structures objects.

• The mapping of the IFC property Profile name now supports using either
"EXTERNAL.profile name" or "EXTERNAL.profilename". Now you can also
use translated strings in mapping product and profile attributes for Profile
name, Description, Ifc type (type), Object type, Phase, Material, Finish,
Profile, and Name. For example, you can use the German string
"EXTERNAL.Profilname" and it works.

Material mapping

Now the material mapping is also enabled for existing materials. Previously,
the mapping was working only for not found materials.

11.7 IFC4 reference model insert now supports base points
Support for using base points has been added to the IFC4 reference model
insert through IFC4 schema specific IfcMapConversion.
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12 Interoperability improvements

Tekla Structures 2022 introduces improvements and changes in NC file DXF
converter, Trimble Connector, Tekla PowerFab export, reference models, rebar
set export, and point clouds. Also direct links to analysis and design software
have been updated.

12.1 Improvements in reference models
Performance improvements

• The performance of selecting a reference model list group and canceling
the selection has been improved. You can notice the improvement when
you have lots of reference model groups, and you select or cancel the
selection of any object in the model.

• The performance of inserting a reference model, and then undoing and
redoing this has been improved.

• The property set comparison tolerance setting files (.rmct) and the
comparison set files (.rmcs) can now be read from subfolders of the firm
and project folders defined for the advanced options XS_PROJECT and 
XS_FIRM.

Texts in PDF reference models

PDF reference models now have better coverage for texts.

12.2 New point cloud properties and support for TDX
format
New point cloud properties

The Point clouds side pane Properties section has the following new fields:
Display name, URL and File. Display name allows you to define the desired
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display name for the point cloud. In addition to the display name, the point
cloud has the actual point cloud file name, which you cannot change. URL
shows the point cloud URL, which you can change. File shows the folder path
of the point cloud file, which is also changeable.

TDX point cloud file format now supported

The TDX point cloud file format is now supported. This improvement was
already introduced in Tekla Structures 2021 SP6. See 2021 SP6: New features
and improvements for details.

12.3 NC files: tekla_dstv2dxf.exe folder path changed
You can use tekla_dstv2dxf.exe to convert the DSTV files to the DXF
format. The related files are now located in ..\Tekla Structures
\<version>\bin\applications\Tekla\Tools\dstv2dxf.
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12.4 Export to Trimble Connect
Layers in .tekla models

Layers are now available for objects in .tekla models. Layers in .tekla
models were already introduced in Tekla Structures 2021 SP1. See 2021 SP1:
New features and improvements for details.

Reading profile information from project and firm folders supported

When you upload your model to the linked Trimble Connect project as
a .tekla model, the export can now read profile information (profitab.inp
file) from XS_PROJECT and XS_FIRM folders.

Snapping in overlay models

You can now snap to Tekla Structures objects behind the overlay models.

Uploading to Trimble Connect

• Upload to Trimble Connect now works with the Educational license.

• An error message is now displayed if the model upload to Trimble Connect
fails.

12.5 New version of 1.3.1 of Trimble Connect Visualizer
The new version contains the following improvements:

• Upgrade to Unity 2021.2.4f1

• Fixed problematic text scaling on high dpi screens.

• Fixed visual adjustment menu scrolling.

• The mapping file name was changed to materials_ifc.xml.

12.6 Export to Tekla PowerFab
• The Tekla Structures export to Tekla EPM has been renamed to export to

Tekla PowerFab, and the name of the Export to Tekla EPM dialog box has
been changed to Export to Tekla PowerFab. The name change also
affects some option names in the export dialog box.

• Options Save, Load, and Save as have been added in the Export to Tekla
PowerFab dialog box. You can now save the current settings, load saved
settings, and save the current settings with another name. The standard
settings are loaded when the Export to Tekla PowerFab dialog box is
closed and reopened. If no settings file is found when you run Export to
Tekla PowerFab, one is automatically created with default options.
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• A new field has been added to the XML file exported from Tekla Structures,
telling which version of the plug-in was used to create the file.

• The Tekla PowerFab Production Control XML imports can now import files
with the new Tekla PowerFab Exchange File extensions
(.pfxt, .pfxs, .pfxa). The new Tekla Structures export format .pfxt is
now available in the Export to Tekla PowerFab dialog box.

• CNC files that are copied during the export are now preserved in the same
folder structure they were copied from.

• The exported CNC files are now UTF-8 encoded.

• Exporting to Tekla PowerFab from an assembly selection in the Tekla
Structures model is now supported.

• Assembly length is now included in assembly data of export.

• PROJECT.NUMBER can now be included in advanced settings to print
drawings, and will be found when those drawings are copied into the
package file exported to Tekla PowerFab.

• The folder buttons are now disabled when the input next to it is disabled.

• The export now generates drawing file names according to the way they
are generated in Print Drawings, in order to look for a match.

• The Set button in the dialog box where you import status now works.

12.7 Export rebar sets
The rebar set export in model exports has been changed so that instead of
exporting a complete rebar set, the export is done by groups within the rebar
set.

12.8 Export to analysis and design software
You can export models for analysis with the updated links to the following
solutions: ETABS, SAP2000, ROBOT, and STAAD.
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13Updates in tools for automated
precast fabrication

There are many new features and improvements in the Unitechnik, ELiPLAN
and BVBS export tools.

13.1 Export Unitechnik (79)
Symbols tab

A new tab, Symbols, has been added where you can configure the details of
mountpart symbols used in the export. All symbol-related settings have been
moved from the Embedstab to the Symbols tab. Also, new options for plotting
placing symbols for braced girders have been added on this new tab.

Embeds tab

• You can now choose if an insulation layer affects the contour using the new
options, Layer cut to contour and Extend contour. These options are
only available if the insulation is exported as a layer within the concrete
element and you have set the Export insulation setting to As concrete
panel or As layers and embeds. When Layer cut to contour is used, the
shuttering is placed by the determined concrete edge, however any
insulation mountpart is allowed to extend outside this contour.

• You can now export also cut parts using the Opening with corner
symbols setting.

• Two new options have been added to the Export assemblies setting.
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• The first option exports all sub-assembly parts as one object with
continuous geometry:

• The second one exports all sub-assembly parts as one object with
distinct geometry of each part.

• You can now export thermal anchors for thermal walls by specifying names
or classes for the Thermal anchors setting. Additionally, a new option, As
embed (mounpart) with thermal anchor, has been added to Export
insulation. If you select this option, thermal anchors will be exported as a
part of the insulation. You need to select this option to activate the thermal
anchors function and the Thermal anchors setting.

• Meshes collected from rebar groups that are set to be exported as embeds
now have a rectangular bounding box geometry. Also reinforcement with a
cage UDA specified to be exported as embed by name is now exported
with a cage bounding box.

Reinforcement tab

Bent reinf. as unfolded has been renamed to Bent mesh and
reinforcement. A new option, Mesh forms 0-5 or free, has been added. The
Bent mesh and reinforcement options have been renamed as follows:

Freely selectable forms (previously No)

All as unfolded (previously Yes)

Mesh with hook forms 0, 2 and 5 (previously Yes with end hooks)

Mesh with hook forms 0-5 (previously Bent meshes with end hooks)

Mesh as unfolded (previously Only meshes)

Terminal hook types 2 and 3 are now supported with options Mesh with hook
forms 0-5 and Mesh forms 0-5 or free.

Reinf. data specification tab

An external definition file can now be used to overwrite type and designation
information, which is usually determined automatically from model objects.
You can specify the reinforcement definition file in the Definition file box. The
definition file is a .csv file, with a fixed structure.
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SLABDATE block data specification tab

• You can now export iron projection data using the new Iron projection
setting on the SLABDATE block data specification tab. The values are
automatically determined from reinforcement length that extends outside
the element.

• The Item designation setting has a new option, Template (shell main
part), which reads data from the respective double wall shell. The Info text
1 - 4 settings also have a new option, Main part template, which reads
data from the double wall level 1 main part. The Info text 1 - 4 Template
option has been renamed to Template (shell main part).

Line attributes tab

The Special formwork for embed (classes or names) setting has been
renamed to Special formwork for object (classes or names), and now this
setting also works for reinforcement specified by class or by name.

Mounting part data specification tab

• You can now specify more precisely how the mountpart name is exported
by using the new options in theMountpart name field: UDA,
Text[Template]#Counter, Template, and User defined text.

• With the new Installation type setting you can now specify the installation
type of the embed by defining a UDA, class, name or user-defined text.
Additionally, you can specify a different mountpart name source for the
insulation or cutpart mountparts.

TS configuration tab

• A new option has been added to the Auto-rotate on pallet list. When the
Auto-rotate on pallet option is selected, the element is rotated based on
the fixed set of rules defining that the longer edge with no cuts or
protruding embeds is at the bottom edge of the pallet. For the Auto-rotate
on pallet option, you can also select if the default rotation direction is To
long even edge (clockwise) or To long even edge (counterclockwise).

• The options Rotate geometry and With SLABDATE rotation angle have
been removed from the rotation settings on the TS configuration tab.
Instead, the related values will be written to the corresponding record in
the Unitechnik file automatically, in accordance to the Unitechnik file
format specification.

• You can now automatically recognize certain cut types as mountparts using
the new setting Cuts as mountparts. Select the cut type: Designated only,
All, Recesses, Within contour, or Recesses within.

Unitechnik UDAs

• You can now use the new surface object UDA setting Align pallet
direction in the surface object user-defined dialog box for controlling the
rotation of the individual elements in the export. This setting defines the
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rotation of the element in XY plane so that the selected face is towards the
pallet X axis, and aligns towards the X direction. This setting overrides all
other rotation settings.

• Using the product types Thermo wall (1st stage) and Thermo wall (2nd
stage) in the object UDAs will now produce an export file with a separate
HEADER block for each of the two stages of the thermal wall, similarly as
with double walls.

Other Unitechnik improvements

• You can now use circle and arc shapes in the special assembly export file.
Circle is defined by the special symbol K followed by the circle radius. Arc is
defined by the special symbol B followed by the arc radius, start angle and
end angle.

• You can now designate object names that consist of strings with multiple
words separated by a blank space by using quotation marks. This can be
done in any name list field within the export settings, such as the embed
options on the Embeds tab. 

• The special export assembly file names and reinforcement definition file
can now be read from the XS_FIRM and XS_PROJECT folders.

• Data field and file name options with #Counter logic have been improved
to keep the counter series separate from each other when necessary. Now
only objects with the same object type and matching data string as a base
are put into the same counter series. For data fields other than HEADER
block fields, these counter series are also distinct within each export file
and data section.

• Previously, the rodstock article number was incorrectly exported for loose
reinforcement. This has now been fixed.

• Previously, when an embed was split into more parts, it was exported as
one polygon. This issue has been fixed, and the embed is exported with the
correct number of polygons.

13.2 BVBS Export
• BVBS export now supports rebar assemblies:

• The Model objects to be exported:Selected reinforcement only
option also exports selected rebar assemblies.

• A new option, Yes, group rebar assemblies, was added for grouping
meshes by rebar assembly for the Try to make meshes of rebars
setting on the Advanced tab. The existing grouping methods were
updated so that they can also handle rebar assemblies.
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• When you use the drawing name source option Assembly template
and a rebar assembly exists, the rebar assembly is always read.
Otherwise, the cast unit is read.

• The drawing name source option Assembly template now takes data
from the closest assembly hierarchy level and Cast unit template from
the top cast unit.

• Braced girders and automeshes are now recognized with the rebar
assembly UDA REBAR_ASSEMBLY_TYPE. Accepted values are cage,
mesh, bent mesh, roll mat, embed, and braced girder.

• All bending and arc angles are now rounded to the nearest 0.5 degree. For
example, 89.8 degrees will be rounded to 90 degrees.

• When you select One file per each cast unit on the Parameters tab and
use the Assembly template property, the export will now warn if the
export results in duplicate file names. The export will still continue.

• For 3D bent bars, the bending angle recognition tolerance is now 1.0
degrees. Neighboring leg segments with very small angles in between are
exported as combined straight segments. The 3D bars with more than 4
handle points with small bending angles no longer stop the export.

• Braced girders are now recognized automatically by the 
GIRDER_TOP_GUID UDA, which is added by the latest versions of the
Braced Girder modeling components. Girders can still be designated
manually like before. If the Lattice girders (BFGT) option is not enabled on
the Parameters, braced girders are exported as normal rebars, unless
excluded.

• The numbering checking method has been improved, and is now more
reliable. Now the numbering is checked also for pours and rebar sets.

13.3 Export ELiPLAN file (68)
Parameters tab

• You can now select the type of the export version in Export version type.
The options are Eli and EliX. When you select the new type EliX, a package
with a special file extension .elix is created. The package contains the
export file together with related cast unit drawing PDFs from the folder
path that you specify on the new EliX content tab.

Information about files included in the EliX package are written in the
export log file.

The EliX option is applicable for the release version number 3.0 and newer
only.

• Previously, cast unit main part material was not filtered by the Material
quantities setting. The filtering now works correctly.
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Data settings tab

• You can now specify a UDA for the unit conversion by using the new UDA
for unit conversion setting. When a valid unit is specified in this UDA, then
this unit is used for the unit conversion instead of the default unit, or the
unit defined in the conversion file.

• You can now specify the unit to be used for element dimensions by using
the new Unit for element dimensions setting.

Data content tab

• You can now specify the material code using the new setting, Material
code. The options are Name, Assembly prefix, Material, Profile, UDA,
Text[TEMPLATE], and Template.

• The Product code setting has new options Template andCast unit prefix.
For Product code, Material code and Accessory code, you can now
specify multiple UDAs by separating them with a blank space.

Plotter data tab

You can now export the inner cores of the hollow cores with the new Export
of inner cores setting.

Other ELiPLAN improvements

• Exported files are now written with UTF-8 encoding.

• Data conversion now supports case insensitive text, which means that it
does not distinguish between uppercase and lowercase letters when
looking for strings to be replaced.

• You are now notified via log when the net area calculation fails.

• With a data conversion file, accessories such as steel embeds and
insulation blocks can now also be quantified with custom measurement
units. Previously, they were always quantified as piece count.

• Weep holes at the start and at the end of the hollow core element are now
always exported aligned in one line. Cuts smaller than 100 mm at the start
and at the end are ignored, otherwise the weep holes are offset
respectively to the cut size.

• The data conversion file now supports the wildcard "*" in regular
expressions in the first column for finding strings from Tekla Structures
objects.

• The data conversion file can now be read from the XS_FIRM and
XS_PROJECT folders.

• Position in Z is now exported for filled cores.

• Previously, the sandwich wall elements were exported with weight, volume
and area values from the cast unit main part. This has been fixed now, and
the values are taken from the cast unit.
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• Previously, net area was exported incorrectly for some elements. This has
now been fixed.
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14 Improvements in components

There are several improvements in concrete components and steel
components in Tekla Structures 2022.

Tekla Structures 2021 service packs also introduce improvements to
components, see 2021 SP7: Important improvements and fixes, 2021 SP6: New
features and improvements, 2021 SP5: New features and improvements, 2021
SP4: New features and improvements, 2021 SP3: New features and
improvements, 2021 SP2: New features and improvements, and 2021 SP1:
New features and improvements.

14.1 Concrete components
Tapered I beam (81) - new concrete component

Tapered I beam (81) creates beams with multiple types of cross-sections and
height variations. The component has many useful features:

• More cross-section types: I, T, inverted T, and rectangular

• More options for dimension input

• Possibility to use end details

• Possibility to define user-defined attributes

Tapered I beam (81) replaces the Concrete var beam (S52) component that
is no longer available in the Applications & components catalog in Tekla
Structures 2022. Note that if you have used Concrete var beam (S52) in your
models, you can still open the component properties dialog box by double-
clicking the component in the model and and modify the properties, if needed.

Component Description
Floor layout • Allowed cut zones enable you to define

where it is allowed to make a cut for
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Component Description
each profile type. These settings are
defined in the FloorLayout.ini file.

On the Advanced tab, you can now use
Slab widths and cut zone settings to
select the FloorLayout.ini that the
component is using. The list contains all
the FloorLayout.ini files that are
available.

The Default option is the file named as
FloorLayout.ini. You can create
multiple settings and save these settings
in your own xxxx.FloorLayout.ini
file, for example,
MyOtherSetting.floorlayout.ini.

• You can now define the allowed slab
width, and the allowed locations of cuts
and lengths in the FloorLayout.ini
file. You can do this by adding a line in
the FloorLayout.ini file starting with
the key word CUT_ZONES, for example:

SLAB_WIDTH P32(320X1200) 
380-560 660-860 930-1110
.
.
.
CUT_ZONES P32(320X1200) 
360-580 640-880 910-1130

If CUT_ZONES are not defined for a
certain slab profile, the zones given on a 
SLAB_WIDTH row are used both for
aligning the slab widths and the opening
cuts, as before.

• There is a new button in the Floor
layout contextual toolbar.

This button is visible when you have

selected the  button to modify seam

gaps or slab direction. Click the new 
button to reset all seam gaps and slab
distribution to the initial default values
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Component Description
that were used when the floor layout
was created.

• There is a new button in the contextual
toolbar for adding a circular opening to
the floor layout. Pick a center point and
the radius to add the opening. You can
use direct modification to modify the
opening and the offsets at the opening.

On the Default offsets tab, you can
now use the Cutting around setting to
control how the automatic cut-outs are
made in the selected layer: By
rectangle or By shape. When you select
By shape, the cut shape is the same as
the shape of the part. For example,
when the column is round, a round cut
is created.

You can also select not to create the cut.
When you select Do not create,
automatic cut-outs are not created in
the layer.

• Floor layout now shows the actual slab
width and the offsets from the seam
center in the model if the actual width is
different than the required width
because of slab width constraints.

• On the Layer tab, you can now use the
leftmost check box to control if the
number of the layers and the order of
the layers are modified when you
modify the Floor layout component.
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Component Description
Rebar coupler, Rebar end
anchor, Rebar split and
coupler

On the Parameters tab, there is a new Add
to rebar assembly setting.

To add the coupler as a sub-assembly to
the rebar assembly, select either Yes, to
primary bar or Yes, to secondary bar.

Note that you must first create the rebar
assembly, otherwise adding is not possible.

The default value is No.

In Rebar split and coupler, using one of
the Yes options will create new rebar
assemblies for the new bars created by the
split command.

Continuous beam
reinforcement, Hollowcore
lifting loops, Hollowcore
opening tool, Multi wire size
mesh, Seam applicator

The default part prefix and position number
are now set properly for all parts.

Corbel connection (14),
Seating with dowel (75), Two
sided seating with dowel (76),
Seating with dowel to flange
(77), Two sided seating with
dowel to flange (78), Embed
(1008), Anchor (10), Wall wall
teeth (12), Concrete console
(110), Concrete console (111),
Concrete beam beam (112)

You can now select the saved properties file
for custom components by using the
selection button.

Lifting anchor (80), Electric
box in wall (84)

You can now select the saved properties file
for custom components by using the
selection button.

Note that you need to update the file to
ensure backward compatibility.

Corbel reinforcement (81) You can now combine the created rebars to
a rebar assembly, and also add this
assembly to another rebar assembly based
on the area intersection of these two.

Round column reinforcement
(82), Rectangular column
reinforcement (83),
Rectangular area
reinforcement (94)

You can now use the Rebar assembly tab
to define an assembly for the created
rebars.

Braced girder (88, 89) On the Picture tab, you can now add the
created braced girders into a rebar
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Component Description
assembly if the braced girders are created
as reinforcement.

Embedded anchors (8), Embed
(1008)

On the Advanced tab, you can now create a
rebar assembly from the rebars that are
created around the anchors.

Mesh bars / Mesh bars by
area

You can now use the Rebar assembly tab
to define an assembly for the created
rebars.

Slab reinforcement tool Starting from Tekla Structures 2022, Slab
reinforcement tool is by default hidden
from the Applications & components
catalog. We recommend that you use the
Mesh bars component to create
reinforcement to irregularly shaped
concrete slabs.

Starting from Tekla Structures
2021 SP4:

Formwork placing tools -
Walls

The filler configuration file Fillers.csv in
Formwork placing tools - Walls has been
improved. You can now configure the usage
of filler (custom) parts, whose width can be
can be varying and/or parametric. Use the
new configuration fields:

Part1LengthProperty – the name of the
length property of the custom part. This is
needed only if/when the length/width is
controlled by a parameter instead of input
points.

Part1LengthMin – the minimum length/
width (the free gap to fill) the product can
fit.

Part1LengthMax – the maximum length/
width the product can fill.

Part1HeightProperty – the name of the
custom part parameter controlling the
height of the custom part.

The fields can be set for Part2, Part3, and so
on. Also multiple parts with separate
additional rows can be configured. Then
you need to keep the Supplier, Family, and
Name the same as on the first line.
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Component Description
Starting from Tekla Structures
2021 SP4:

Formwork placing tools -
Slabs and Formwork placing
tools - Walls

You can now setup any formwork accessory
item to be created either as a custom part
(as before), as an item, or as a beam.

For items or beams it is also possible to
setup any of the item or beam properties or
the UDAs either in the configuration file by
adding new columns, or with the Save as
property files.

Formwork placing tools -
Slabs

• On the Panel tab, there are two new
properties: Panel widths (in array) and
Panel lengths (in array).

Use these options to modify the panel
sizes in the panel array. Alternatively,
you can use the new Modify panel

dimensions  button on the
contextual toolbar.

In addition, the panel array preview is
now shown properly when the
boundary and/or the array direction
and/or the zero (starting) point is
modified.

• Now the TW_TYPE attribute is written for
panels, stop ends, and railings.

14.2 Steel components

Component Description
Seating cap plate (2) On the Bolts tab, you can now define

in which parts the slotted holes are
created.

Stairs (S71), Stairs (S82) It is now possible to specify bolt
assembly as the 17th parameter and
bolt cut length as the 18th parameter
in the steps.dat file, which is used
for specifying the other bolt
properties.

Column with stiffeners (186) When you use the component to
connect the secondary part to the
main part flange and the stiffeners
touch the tab plate, weld 5 is now
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Component Description
created to weld the stiffeners to the
tab plate.

Stair base detail (1038) On the Bolts tab, you can now define
the bolting direction.

U.S. Base plate (1047) You can now select the component
attribute file for custom components
on the Parameters tab and the
Anchor rods tab. Previously, you
entered the file name.

Also, the character limit of the
component name and attribute file
fields has been increased.

See also Changes in managing Tekla
Structures (page 37).

Base plate (1004), Stiffened end
plate (1014), Web stiffened end
plate (1016), Base plate (1042), U.S.
Base plate (1047), Circular base
plate (1052), Tapered column base
plate (1068)

On the Anchor rods tab, you can
now define whether the grout is
created with or without slopes.

Compound welds You can now create compound welds
in system components. Click the
Welds button in the component
properties dialog box to open the
weld properties dialog box. For
compound welds  and ,
you can enter two size values.
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15 Improvements in Template
Editor, templates, and reports

15.1 Template Editor improvements
Separators

• You can now specify a character for data separation: fVF(data file, lookup
value, column#[, separator character])

• You can now use a preferred column separator of choice. Previously, it was
possible to use only spaces as separators. This enables the support for
spaces in names, profiles, shapes, and so on, as well as the use of distance
lists as input.

• You can also use blank or empty strings as input.

• Leading and trailing white space is dropped.

• Template Editor supports several separators, so " ,\t\n" would make all the
space, comma, tab and newline characters separators.

Extending and trimming improvements

• Extend and trim operations now use projected mark line extension, and,
for example, lines are now extended to the intersection point with the
projected mark line extension. Previously, the lines were not extended.

15.2 Precision improvement
It is now possible to have 32nd and 64th precision in templates, reports, marks
and dimensions in imperial units.

Improvements in Template Editor, templates, and
reports
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16 Tooltip improvements

In Tekla Structures 2022, tooltips have been improved for smoother learning
experience.

16.1 Images in ribbon tooltips
Tooltips for some of the frequently used ribbon commands, both in the
modeling and in the drawing mode, now include example images. The images
help to grasp the idea of the command with a quick glance, and to understand
how the command works.

The numbers in the images indicate the points or objects to pick when using
the command. Mouse icon shows which mouse button to click.
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16.2 Tooltips are visible for a longer time
Starting from Tekla Structures 2021 SP5, the ribbon tooltips, Quick Access
Toolbar tooltips, toolbar tooltips at the bottom of the screen, and property
pane's main button tooltips can now stay open and visible up to 5 minutes.
This gives more time to read the instructions and to see the example images in
the tooltips.
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17 Changes in advanced options

In Tekla Structures version 2022, there are some new advanced options, and
some of the advanced options have been deprecated. Also, the functionality of
some of the advanced options has been changed.

You can use advanced options for configuring Tekla Structures to suit the way
you work, or to comply with specific project requirements or industry
standards. You can change advanced options values in the Advanced Options
dialog box, or in the initialization files.

17.1 New advanced options
XS_DEFAULT_KEEP_ONLINE_LICENSE_CHECKBOX

Use this advanced option for setting the default value for the Keep this
license reserved on this device check box in the closing confirmation
message box, which appears when you close Tekla Structures. This advanced
option must be set in an initialization (.ini) file. The default value is TRUE,
which keeps the license reserved. If this advanced option is not set, or is set to 
TRUE, the check box is selected if you use a named license, or if you have
selected to keep the license reserved in the previous Tekla Structures session.
If you set this advanced option to FALSE, the Keep this license reserved on
this device check box is never selected by default.

XS_VIEW_FRAMES_VISIBLE

Use this user-specific advanced option for showing and hiding drawing view
frames. It is located the Drawing View category of the Advanced Options
dialog box.

• When you set this advanced option to FALSE, the drawing view frames are
hidden until you move the mouse pointer over the view. This is the default
value.

• When you set this advanced option to TRUE, the drawing view frames are
visible all the time.
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• In Tekla Structures versions 2019 and earlier, the drawing view frames
were always visible. In Tekla Structures 2019i, the drawing view frames
were hidden and only displayed when the mouse pointer was over the view
frame.

XS_DRAWING_RENDERING_ENGINE

Set this advanced option to FOG to activate the FOG rendering engine. When
set to FOG, the overall rendering is faster, which can be seen when you pan or
zoom, for example. This user-specific advanced option is located the Drawing
View category of the Advanced Options dialog box.

To use the Windows Graphics Device Interface (GDI) rendering, set this
advanced option to GDI. GDI is the default value.

Note that setting the XS_USE_SMART_PAN advanced option to TRUE is useful
for the Windows GDI only and has no effect on FOG rendering.

XS_IFC2X3_EXPORT_SECONDARY_AS_DISCRETEACCESSORY

The IFC2X3 export no longer exports steel secondary objects as 
IfcDiscreteAccessory by default. You can force previous categorization by
setting this advanced option to TRUE in an initialization (.ini) file, for
example, teklastructures.ini.

XS_DRAW_BOLTS_3D_IN_BOLT_LAYER

When this system-specific advanced option is set to TRUE, which is the default
value, the model views that display bolts as rendered solid objects (using the
Exact representation option) open and update faster. This performance
improvement is especially noticeable in large models with steel structures.

XS_REBAR_USE_POLYCURVES_IN_EVALUATOR

When this new model-specific advanced option is set to TRUE, which is the
default value, Rebar shape manager recognizes and uses the polycurve
geometries of reinforcing bars.

17.2 Changed advanced options
No restart needed

You no longer need to restart Tekla Structures when you change the setting of
the following advanced options:

• XS_CHAMFER_DISPLAY_LENGTH_FACTOR

• XS_DONT_SHOW_POLYBEAM_MID_EDGES
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XSBIN

This advanced option is now a read-only advanced option, which always points
to the location where teklastructures.exe is found. Changing this
advanced option is not allowed, because the change would be ignored by
Tekla Structures. This advanced option is included in the
teklastructures.ini file to communicate that it cannot be set to another
value.

17.3 Deprecated advanced options
The following advanced options are deprecated, but still supported in Tekla
Structures 2022:

• XS_DIR: Instead of this advanced option, we recommend that you use
XSDATADIR to find the root location for the installation, or XSBIN to find the
location where binaries are found.

• XS_MESSAGES: Instead of this advanced option, we recommend that you
use XS_MESSAGES_PATH, which allows you to define several message file
locations.

• XS_APPLICATIONS: Instead of this advanced option, we recommend that
you use XS_APPLICATIONS_PATH, which allows you to define several
application file locations.
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18 Changes in template attributes

Tekla Structures 2022 introduces some new and improved template attributes.

You can use template attributes in filtering and in drawing and report
templates. When you open a drawing or create a report, Tekla Structures uses
the attributes and formulas to calculate and display information from the
model database. The template attributes that are available in a template row
definition depend on the content type of the row.

18.1 New template attributes
• ADDED_TO_REBAR_ASSEMBLY

• REBAR_ASSEMBLY_TYPE

18.2 Changed template attributes
WELD_ERRORLIST

This template attribute shows error codes for a weld if there are issues related
to the weld. Tekla Structures introduces a new error code E7: Weld seams are
far apart from each other.
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19 Tekla Structures 2022 fixlist

Tekla Structures 2022 includes all fixes released in Tekla Structures 2021
service packs up to SP7. These fixes are not included in Tekla Structures 2022
fixlist.
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20 Tekla Structures 2022
administrator's release notes

Upgrade guide from Tekla Structures 2021 to Tekla Structures 2022

Administrator's release notes are intended to provide advanced users with
instructions on how to apply the additional customizations available in a new
Tekla Structures version.

Administrator's release notes: General settings (page 86)

Administrator's release notes: Steel settings (page 111)

Administrator's release notes: Concrete settings (page 112)

20.1 Administrator's release notes: General settings
General customization settings apply to all user groups. Use these settings
together with your own user group settings.

Administrator's release notes: Model templates in version update (page 87)

Administrator's release notes: Applications & components catalog
maintenance (page 91)

Administrator's release notes: Property pane updates (page 92)

Administrator's release notes: Ribbon updates (page 96)

Administrator's release notes: Customization of the rebar assembly object
type (page 97)

Administrator's release notes: Rebar set updates (page 99)

Administrator's release notes: Template and report updates (page 100)

Administrator's release notes: Fabrication drawings (page 100)

Administrator's release notes: Translations for property pane and ribbon
(page 101)
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Administrator's release notes: Miscellaneous general improvements
(page 108)

Administrator's release notes: Model templates in version
update

Update model templates

If you have sketched profiles or custom components that use sketched
profiles, download the Sketch solver tool from Tekla Warehouse and install it
on your computer before updating model templates.

1. Open Tekla Structures 2022.

2. Create a new model using an existing model template.

3. Give the model the same name as in the previous Tekla Structures
version.

4. Open a 3D view.

5. Diagnose and repair the model.
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6. Create a project thumbnail, or add a custom image named
thumbnail.png in the model folder.

The preferred size of the image is 120 x 74 pixels.
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7. Save the model.

If you do not save the model, a message that warns about the model
being created with a previous version might be shown.

8. Save the model as a model template.

9. Include the needed catalog files and subfolders from the model folder,
and click OK.
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10. Manually remove all *.db files (environment database, options
databases) from the model folder.

The *.bak, *.log and xs_user files are automatically removed from the
model folder.

The .idrm files (db.idrm and xslib.idrm) should be kept as they are
part of the model.

The model template is saved in the location specified by 
XS_MODEL_TEMPLATE_DIRECTORY.

You now have a sample image for your model template. The Applications
& components catalog is now also in order and easy to use.
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Administrator's release notes: Applications & components
catalog maintenance
Keep the Applications & components catalog organized and usable. For
more information about the Applications & components catalog, see How to
use the Applications & components catalog.

Set XS_COMPONENT_CATALOG_ALLOW_SYSTEM_EDIT to TRUE to be able to edit
the Applications & components catalog definition files that are located in the 
XS_SYSTEM folders.

Check and fix the following:

1. Add items to groups

Check the Ungrouped items group and add the items to the appropriate
group.

2. Check the logs for errors

The Applications & components catalog shows the message log  button
in the lower-right corner of the catalog if there are errors or warnings, such as
errors in the catalog definition files.

If there are references to missing plug-ins, go to the referred
ComponentCatalog.xml and remove the references manually:
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Thoroughly test that these changes do not create any further errors or change
the structure of your Applications & components catalog. Check at least the
Ungrouped items and Legacy catalog groups.

As in the example above, there might be errors for:

• CatalogPluginComponentItem?CopyModelDirectoryPlugin
• CatalogPluginComponentItem?SaveAsModelTemplatePlugin

3. Hide all non-related applications and components from roles

1. In the Ungrouped items catalog, select Show hidden items at the
bottom.

2. Right-click an application or a component and select Hide / Unhide.

4. Create custom thumbnails

Publish a component in the Applications & components catalog

You might need to use the same component with different settings in different
cases. To easily use the component, you can define the settings for each case
and publish the component in the catalog. This feature can be useful for some
roles.

Administrator's release notes: Property pane updates
The new Tekla Structures version can have new object types or properties.
They are not visible if you use your own PropertyTemplates.xml files.

If you have defined your own property pane values, such as UDAs, in
PropertyTemplates.xml, you must update your own
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PropertyTemplates.xml files manually. These files can be in the \<user>
\AppData, environment, company, or project folder.

There are typically three different cases:

• New object types

New object types come automatically to your property pane from the
Default setting. It is good to check the new object types but no action is
needed if you do not have your own UDAs for this object type.

• Changed object types or properties

If there are changed object types or properties, you might have to delete
and add new properties or sections.

• Removed properties

Removed properties do not cause any functional problems but it is good to
delete non-existing properties or empty sections from the settings files.

Replace IFC export UDAs
If you have added IFC export UDAs, replace the existing UDAs with new ones.

1. Remove the following Property.UDA.* properties from the IFC export
group: 

• Circular rebar

• Concrete beam

• Concrete column

• Concrete item

• Concrete panel

• Concrete slab

• Concrete spiral beam

• Contour plate

• Curved bar

• Item

• Lofted plate

• Lofted slab

• Orthogonal beam

• Pour object

• Pour unit

• Pad footing

• Rebar group
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• Rebar mesh

• Rebar set

• Single rebar

• Steel beam

• Steel column

• Steel spiral beam

• Strand pattern

• Strip footing

• Twin profile

2. Add (Property.IfcPartPredefinedTypes) to the IFC export group.

Add new properties
Add these new properties to your property pane configuration.

Orthogonal beam, Twin profile

Remove the Rebar section.

Rebar assembly

• Add a new section: translation:j_d_jd_IFC_export.

Add a new property: Property.IfcRebarAssemblyPredefinedTypes

Rebar group, Circular rebar

• Add a new section: translation:albl_Special.

• Move Property.Rebar.Group.Type from the General section to the new
section.

• Move Property.Rebar.Group.ExcludeType from the Creation section to
the Distribution section.

• Remove the empty Creation section.

• Remove the IFC export section.

Rebar mesh

• Add a new section: translation:albl_Special.

• Move the following properties from the General section to the new
section:

• Property.Rebar.Mesh.Type

• Property.Rebar.Mesh.CrossBarLocation

• Property.Rebar.Mesh.CutType
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• Move Property.Rebar.Numbering to be the last property in the General
section.

Strand pattern

• Add a new section: translation:albl_Special.

• Move the following properties from the General section to the new
section:

• Property.Rebar.Strand.Pull

• Property.Rebar.Strand.NumberOfCrossSections

• Property.Rebar.Strand.Debonding

• Move Property.Rebar.Numbering to be the last property in the General
section.

Rebar set

TIP There are many changes in the Rebar set property pane. It might be
easier to restore the Rebar set property pane to the default settings,
then add your own configurations if needed.

• Rename translation:albl_Attributes to translation:albl_General.

• Move Property.Rebar.Numbering to be the last property in the General
section.

• Add a new section: translation:albl_Special.

• Move the following properties from the General section to the new
section:

• Follow edges

• Property.RebarSet.LayerOrderNumber

• Add a new section: translation:albl_LoadMDistribution.

This new section includes the Start offset, End offset, and Spacings
properties.

• Remove the Spacing section and the properties in it.

Rebar end detail modifier

• Rename translation:albl_General to translation:albl_Special.

• Remove the Free distance1 and Free text 2 UDAs from the End
preparations section.
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Rebar property modifier

TIP There are many changes in the Rebar property modifier property pane.
It might be easier to restore the Rebar property modifier property
pane to the default settings, then add your own configurations if needed.

• Rename translation:albl_General to translation:albl_Special.

• Rename translation:albl_Attributes to translation:albl_General.

• Move the General section to be the first section.

• Move Property.Rebar.Numbering to be the last property in the General
section.

• After the Special section, add a new section:
translation:albl_LoadMDistribution.

This new section includes the Start offset, End offset, Spacings, and
Exclude properties.

Administrator's release notes: Ribbon updates
If you have customized the ribbon, the changes made in the new Tekla
Structures version are not visible. Check the changes and add them to your
customized ribbon.

Check the changes
Compare the original ribbon with the changes that you have made.

You can check what has been added and removed, and what has been moved
to different tabs. See the Check changes section in Customize the ribbon.

Add changes to your customized ribbon
If you have customized the ribbon, update the ribbon to include the changes
made in the new Tekla Structures version.

1. Update the Rebar tab.

a. Create a new drop-down button called Assembly.

b. Drag and drop Assembly between Edit and Coupler.

c. Drag and drop new commands to Assembly.

d. Right-click Assembly, then select Text --> Command: Full text.

2. Update the View tab.

a. Drag and drop the new Create model view on floor levels
command to the New view drop-down button.

b. Drag and drop new commands to the Rendering drop-down button.
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3. Update the Drawings & Reports tab.

a. Create a new drop-down button called Create fabrication drawing.

b. Drag and drop the commands from Fabrication to Create
fabrication drawing.

c. Drag and drop Create GA Drawing and Master drawing catalog
from Create drawings to the ribbon.

d. Delete Create drawings from the ribbon.

Administrator's release notes: Customization of the rebar
assembly object type
The new rebar assembly object type makes it easier to model rebar cages for
prefabrication.

For more information about rebar assemblies, see New reinforcement object
type - Rebar assembly (page 17) in the Tekla Structures 2022 release notes.

No customization is necessary to use rebar assemblies. To ensure a smooth
user experience, consider these optional customizations.

Add changes to your customized ribbon
If you have customized the ribbon, update the ribbon to include the changes
made in the new Tekla Structures version.

For more information, see Administrator's release notes: Ribbon updates
(page 96).

Customize the rebar assembly object type
1. Create and update the cast unit drawing settings, layouts, templates, and

views that you need.

2. If the files in the \Tekla Structures\<version>\Environments
\common folder do not meet your needs, update the objects.inp file.

3. In the part(0,"Part") > /* Common part attribute tab pages
*/ section, add the following attribute to tab_page("IFCparameters"):

attribute("IFC_ENTITY_OVERRIDE", "j_d_proIfcEntityOvrd", string, "%s", 
no, none, "0.0", "0.0", -999, -999, -999)
    {
        value("", 0)
    }
4. In the /* Reinforcing bar attributes */ section, add the following

attributes to rebar(0,"j_Reinforcing_bar"): 
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attribute("proIfcEntityOvrd", "j_d_j_IFC_entity", string, "%s", no, none, 
"0.0", "0.0", -999, -999, -999)
    {
        value("", 0)
    }
attribute("proIfcEntityPreDef", "j_d_proIfcEntityPreDef", string, "%s", 
no, none, "0.0", "0.0", -999, -999, -999)
    {
        value("", 0)
    }
attribute("proIfcEntityUserDef", "j_d_proIfcEntityUserDef", string, "%s", 
no, none, "0.0", "0.0", -999, -999, -999)
    {
        value("", 0)
    }
5. In the /* Assembly attributes */ section, add the following

attributes to steelassembly(0, "jd_SteelAssembly"): 

attribute("IFC_ENTITY_OVERRIDE", "j_d_proIfcEntityOvrd", string, "%s", 
no, none, "0.0", "0.0", -999, -999, -999)
    {
        value("", 0)
    }
attribute("proIfcEntityOvrd", "j_d_j_IFC_entity", string, "%s", no, none, 
"0.0", "0.0", -999, -999, -999)
    {
        value("", 0)
    }
attribute("proIfcEntityPreDef", "j_d_proIfcEntityPreDef", string, "%s", 
no, none, "0.0", "0.0", -999, -999, -999)
    {
        value("", 0)
    }
attribute("proIfcEntityUserDef", "j_d_proIfcEntityUserDef", string, "%s", 
no, none, "0.0", "0.0", -999, -999, -999)
    {
        value("", 0)
    }
6. In the /* Precast cast unit attributes */ section, add the

following attributes to precastassembly(0,
"jd_PrecastCastUnit"): 

attribute("proIfcEntityOvrd", "j_d_j_IFC_entity", string, "%s", no, none, 
"0.0", "0.0", -999, -999, -999)
    {
        value("", 0)
    }
attribute("proIfcEntityPreDef", "j_d_proIfcEntityPreDef", string, "%s", 
no, none, "0.0", "0.0", -999, -999, -999)
    {
        value("", 0)
    }
attribute("proIfcEntityUserDef", "j_d_proIfcEntityUserDef", string, "%s", 
no, none, "0.0", "0.0", -999, -999, -999)
    {
        value("", 0)
    }
7. In the /* Cast in place cast unit attributes */ section, add

the following attributes to insituassembly(0,
"jd_CastInPlaceCastUnit"): 
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attribute("proIfcEntityOvrd", "j_d_j_IFC_entity", string, "%s", no, none, 
"0.0", "0.0", -999, -999, -999)
    {
        value("", 0)
    }
attribute("proIfcEntityPreDef", "j_d_proIfcEntityPreDef", string, "%s", 
no, none, "0.0", "0.0", -999, -999, -999)
    {
        value("", 0)
    }
attribute("proIfcEntityUserDef", "j_d_proIfcEntityUserDef", string, "%s", 
no, none, "0.0", "0.0", -999, -999, -999)
    {
        value("", 0)
    }
8. In the /* Rebar assembly attributes */ section, add the following

attributes to rebarassembly(0, "j_Rebar_assembly"): 

attribute("proIfcEntityOvrd", "j_d_j_IFC_entity", string, "%s", no, none, 
"0.0", "0.0", -999, -999, -999)
    {
        value("", 0)
    }
attribute("proIfcEntityPreDef", "j_d_proIfcEntityPreDef", string, "%s", 
no, none, "0.0", "0.0", -999, -999, -999)
    {
        value("", 0)
    }
attribute("proIfcEntityUserDef", "j_d_proIfcEntityUserDef", string, "%s", 
no, none, "0.0", "0.0", -999, -999, -999)
    {
        value("", 0)
    }

Administrator's release notes: Rebar set updates
The spacing properties of rebar sets are now similar to the properties the
rebar groups have.

For more information about this improvement, see Updated spacing settings
and other reinforcement improvements (page 25) in the Tekla Structures 2022
release notes.

1. Update or create standard files for rebar sets. You can use the files in the
common/system and default/Concrete/Shared/
ModelingSettings/ folders in most cases.

• standard.rst (Rebar set properties)

• standard.rst_edm (Rebar set end detail modifier)

• standard.rst_pm (Rebar set property modifier)

• standard.rst_sm (Rebar set splitter)

• standard.rst_ls (Rebar set leg surface)

2. Remove obsolete standard.rst.zones files.
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3. If you have customized the property pane layout, update the
configuration. For more information, see Customize the property pane
layout.

Administrator's release notes: Template and report
updates
There are several improvements in templates and reports in Tekla Structures
2022.

For more information about these improvements, see Improvements in
Template Editor, templates, and reports (page 77) and Changes in managing
Tekla Structures (page 37) in the Tekla Structures 2022 release notes.

1. In all files in your environment folder, search for rows that contain NAME
or BOLT_STANDARD.

• You can use a text editor that supports searching in files, such as
Notepad++, to search for NAME|BOLT_STANDARD in all files in your
environment folder.

• In Windows PowerShell, you can run the following command:

Get-ChildItem *.tpl,*.rpt -Recurse|Select-String -Pattern 'formula = 
"GetValue\(\\"BOLT_STANDARD\\"\)','formula = "GetValue\(\\"MAINPART.NAME\
\"\)','formula = "GetValue\(\\"NAME\\"\)','formula = "GetValue\(\
\"SURFACING_NAME\\"\)' -CaseSensitive
2. In Template editor, check each tag where one of the following rows

appears: 

• GetValue(\"MAINPART.NAME\")
• GetValue(\"NAME\")
• GetValue(\"BOLT_STANDARD\")
• GetValue(\"SURFACING_NAME\")

3. Where possible, increase the length of the value fields for NAME and
BOLT_STANDARD.

• For occurrences on a single line, increase the length of the value field
for NAME to 61 characters and the length of the value field for
BOLT_STANDARD to 30 characters.

• For occurrences in table format, increase the length of the value fields
if is possible to increase the length without increasing the width of the
reports.

• For reports in which it is not possible to increase the length, consider
changing the page layout, such as by adding a new line for the values.
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Administrator's release notes: Fabrication drawings
Fabrication drawings are a new, more efficient and straightforward method for
creating single-part, assembly and cast unit drawings.

For more information about these improvements, see New fabrication
drawings - create single-part, assembly, and cast unit drawings more efficiently
(page 9) in the Tekla Structures 2022 release notes.

No customization is necessary to use fabrication drawings. To ensure a
smooth user experience, consider these optional customizations.

Add changes to your customized ribbon
If you have customized the ribbon, update the ribbon to include the changes
made in the new Tekla Structures version.

For more information, see Administrator's release notes: Ribbon updates
(page 96).

Smart create overrides
Create your own standard file for Smart create overrides.

1. Create a set of rules, then click Save. The files that contain the overrides
are saved in <model>\attributes\*.smartoverride.

2. Copy the files to one of the folders that is listed in the XS_SYSTEM path in
the environment.

Administrator's release notes: Translations for property
pane and ribbon
You can now use custom translation strings in the property pane and ribbon.

The property pane and ribbon can now use translations from the folders
specified in the XS_MESSAGES_PATH advanced option in the
environment.ini file. The XS_MESSAGES_PATH environment variable is now
read from the environment.ini file after you have selected the
environment.

1. Add your own configuration files for the ribbon. See Customize the ribbon
and Distribute customized ribbons by using a firm or environment folder.

2. Add your own configuration files for the property pane. See Customize
the property pane layout and Distribute customized property pane
layouts by using a project, firm, or environment folder.

3. Create an .ail file for translated strings. See Customize message files .

4. Add the folder with the new .ail file to the XS_MESSAGES_PATH
advanced option in the environment.ini file. See XS_MESSAGES_PATH .
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Administrator's release notes: Reorganization of folders in
the Tekla Structures installation folder
The folders in the Tekla Structures installation folder have been reorganized to
enable easier packaging of the product and new methods of delivering content
in the future.

The reorganization of the folders clarifies what content is delivered in the
Tekla Structures installation package: installation content and your custom
content have been separated from each other. The reorganization of plugins
has improved the performance of opening or creating models.

Breaking changes
Tekla Structures 2022 includes some changes that are not compatible with
previous versions. These changes require you to take action when you
upgrade Tekla Structures.

Breaking change Action required
New folders have been created in the
bin\plugins folder to organize
plugins according to their type.

For more information, see Detailed
changes in the bin\plugins folder
(page 107).

NOTE The bin\plugins is no
longer supported for
deploying custom plugins.

If you use the bin\plugins folder to
deploy custom plugins, migrate your
plugins to the TSEP system. Place
extensibility plugins in
\Environments\common
\extensions.

Test and fix all extensions and macros
that use plugins from the bin
\plugins folder. We recommend
using the XSBIN variable to represent
the location of binaries.

The TplEd, dstv2dxf and symed
tools have been moved from the bin
folder to different folders.

For more information, see Detailed
changes in the bin folder (page 105).

If you use hard-coded paths to the old
locations, update the paths.

Test and fix all extensions and macros
that use these tools. We recommend
using the XSBIN variable to represent
the location of binaries.

Deprecated advanced options
Tekla Structures 2022 is the last version that supports these advanced options.
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Deprecated advanced
option

Replacement

XS_APPLICATIONS XS_APPLICATIONS_PATH
XS_DIR • Use XSDATADIR for the root location for the

installation.

• Use XSBIN for the location of binaries.
XS_MESSAGE XS_MESSAGES_PATH

Detailed changes in the XSDATADIR folder
Folders under the XSDATADIR folder have been moved or removed.

Folder Change Action required
nt Removed

The previous content of
this folder has been
moved to other
locations.

 

bin Moved

Moved one level up from
nt\bin to \bin.

 

messages Moved

Translation files that are
used throughout the
application have been
moved to bin
\messages.

If required, a user-defined folder in
the same location as the 2021 version
can be created to keep user
translation files. However, this
location is marked as deprecated and
might be removed in newer versions.

The official recommended location to
place translations files is
\Environments\common
\Extensions\messages\.
Additionally, this can be extended by
setting the XS_MESSAGES_PATH
advanced variable in
TeklaStructures.ini
Default Locations: %XSBIN%
\messages\; %XSBIN%\plugins
\messages\; %XSDATADIR
%environments\common
\Extensions\messages\;
%XSDATADIR%Extensions
\messages\; %XSDATADIR%
\messages\
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Folder Change Action required
applicati
ons

Moved

Tekla rpc components
have been moved to bin
\applications\rpc.

If required, a user defined folder in
the same location as the 2021 version
can be created to keep user
components. However, this location is
marked as deprecated and might be
removed in newer versions.

The official recommended location to
place users rpc components is
\Environments\common
\Extensions\applications\.
Additionally, this can be extended by
setting the XS_APPLICATIONS_PATH
advanced variable in
TeklaStructures.ini
Default Locations:
XS_APPLICATIONS_PATH=%XSBIN%
\applications\rpc; %XSDATADIR
%environments\common
\Extensions\applications\;
%XSDATADIR%\applications\

ThirdPart
yLicenses

Moved

Third party licenses have
been moved to \bin
\ThirdPartyLicenses
.

These licenses files are
relevant to the product
itself. They do not
necessarily cover
external extensions that
would be normally
installed in the
environment.

 

Detailed changes in the nt folder
The previous content of the nt folder has been moved to other locations and
the nt folder has been removed.

The previous nt\bin folder has been moved one level up and new content
has been added to the bin folder.

The following folders under the nt folder have also been moved to other
locations:
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Folder Change Action required
dstv2dxf Moved to \bin

\applications\Tekla
\Tools\dstv2dxf.

Environments that contain macros
that call tekla_dstv2dxf.exe have
been updated. If your environment
uses this tool, update macros that
have the following:

• var binDir = string.Empty;
• TeklaStructuresSettings.Get

AdvancedOption("XSBIN", ref
binDir);

• var dstvFolder =
Path.Combine(binDir,
"applications", "Tekla",
"Tools", "dstv2dxf");

License Moved to \bin
\License.

The Tekla Structures
installer has been
updated to register flex
service from this
location.

 

Detailed changes in the bin folder

Folder Change Action required
analysis Removed

The previous content of this
folder has been moved to the
\bin folder to avoid dll
duplication between this
folder and same .dll files
found in bin\.

The Tekla Structures installer
has been updated to register
COM files from the new
location.

To manually register COM
files, run the following
command: \bin
\register_analysis.bat.

cef Moved

This folder has been moved
to ExternalDeps\cef to
reflect the component origin.
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Folder Change Action required
Teigha Moved

This folder has been moved
to ExternalDeps\Teigha to
reflect the component origin.

 

dialogs Removed

The previous content of this
folder has been moved to the
\bin folder.

This folder contained only
Tekla.Structures.Dialog
.dll. This file is now found in
the same location as all
assemblies that are registered
to Global Assembly Cache
(GAC).

 

modelsharin
g

Removed

The previous content of this
folder has been moved to the
\bin folder to enforce the
single .dll version principle in
the application.

 

referenceplugi
ns

Moved

The previous content of this
folder has been moved to the
\bin\plugins
\referenceplugins folder
to reflect the nature of the
folder.

Tekla Structures has been
updated to use the new
location.

 

symed Moved

The previous content of this
folder has been moved to
\bin\applications\Tekla
\Tools\symed.

Addressing this location can
be done using:

• var binDir =
string.Empty;

• TeklaStructuresSetti
ngs.GetAdvancedOptio
n("XSBIN", ref
binDir);

• var symEdFolder =
Path.Combine(binDir,
"applications",
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Folder Change Action required
"Tekla", "Tools",
"symed");

TplEd Moved

The previous content of this
folder has been moved to
\bin\applications\Tekla
\Tools\TplEd.

Addressing this location can
be done using:

• var tplEdFolder =
string.Empty;

• TeklaStructuresSetti
ngs.GetAdvancedOptio
n("XS_TPLED_DIRECTOR
Y", ref
tplEdFolder);

TrimbleConn
ectVisualiz
er

Moved

The previous content of this
folder has been moved to
\bin\applications\Tekla
\Tools
\TrimbleConnectVisualiz
e.

Tekla Structures has been
updated to use the new
location.

 

Detailed changes in the bin\plugins folder
The content of the bin\plugins folder has been heavily reorganized to
provide better architectural separation between plugins and to improve
loading times.

This change also ensures that your custom content and installation content is
kept separate, so that custom content is preserved when you upgrade Tekla
Structures.

NOTE The bin\plugins folder is no longer supported for deploying custom
plugins.

If you use the bin\plugins folder to deploy custom plugins, migrate your
plugins to the TSEP system.

Place extensibility plugins in \Environments\common\extensions.

The following new folders have been created to organize plugins according to
the extensibility type:

Folder Content
CustomProperties Custom properties plugins
Interaction Direct Manipulation features
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Folder Content
Macros Akit macros
Messages Translation files for plugins
Presentation Custom Presentation plugins
referenceplugins Reference plugins
Tekla Dialogs and Tekla Open API Plugins

Administrator's release notes: Miscellaneous general
improvements

Complex geometry support in Rebar Shape Manager
Rebar shape manager now uses the polycurve (complex) geometry when the
value of the XS_REBAR_USE_POLYCURVES_IN_EVALUATOR advanced option is
TRUE.

For more information about this improvement, see Changes in advanced
options (page 81) in the Tekla Structures 2022 release notes.

TRUE is the default value. No action is needed if you have not changed the
default value.

Mesh measures in illogical order - update rebar_config.inp
The order of the measurements in the SIZE attribute for meshes has been
corrected so that the length of the longitudinal bars comes before the length
of the crossing bars as expected.

Previously, the SIZE attribute for meshes returned the measurements in an
illogical order: the diameter and spacing of the longitudinal bars were before
the crossing bars, but the length of the longitudinal bar were after the crossing
bars.

This update has been made in the default common/system/
rebar_config.inp file. If you use a custom rebar_config.inp file, make
the following update:

Old:

RebarMeshSize="%CC_DIAMETER_LONG%/%CC_DIAMETER_CROSS%-%CC_PITCHING_LONG%/
%CC_PITCHING_CROSS%-%WIDTH%/%LENGTH%""

New:

RebarMeshSize="%CC_DIAMETER_LONG%/%CC_DIAMETER_CROSS%-%CC_PITCHING_LONG%/
%CC_PITCHING_CROSS%-%LENGTH%/%WIDTH%""
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Improvements in top-in-form face
If you have not specifically set the top-in-form value, the Show top-in-form
face command now highlights the default face, which is the front face of the
part.

For more information about this improvement, see Default value for top-in-
form face (page 43) in the Tekla Structures 2022 release notes.

This update has been made in the default common/inp/objects.inp file. If
you use a custom objects.inp file, make the following update in your
custom file:

Old:

attribute("FixedMainView", "j_FixedDrawingMainView", option,"%s", no, 
none,"0.0", "0.0")
    {
        value("", 2)   
        value("j_Top", 0)

.....

    attribute("FixedMainView", "j_TopInFormFace", option,"%s", yes, 
none,"0.0", "0.0")
    {       
        value("", 2)
        value("j_Top", 0)

New:

attribute("FixedMainView", "j_FixedDrawingMainView", option,"%s", no, 
none,"0.0", "0.0")
    {
        value("j_Default", 2)
        value("j_Top", 0)

.....

    attribute("FixedMainView", "j_TopInFormFace", option,"%s", yes, 
none,"0.0", "0.0")
    {       
        value("j_Default", 2)
        value("j_Top", 0)

Improvements in inquiring welds
Weld seams that are unrealistically far away from each other are now detected
when you inquire welds using the Inquire object command.

The error code list now contains a new error code E7: Weld seams are far
apart from each other.

For more information about this improvement, see Improvements in inquiring
welds (page 43) in the Tekla Structures 2022 release notes.

This update has been made in the default commonenvironment\system
\TS_Report_Inquire_Welding.rpt file. If you use a custom inquiry report,
make the following changes in your custom .rpt file:

1. Change the location attribute for the existing errors. 
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Old:

valuefield _tmp_72
        {
            name = "E1";
            location = (6, 6);
....

        valuefield _tmp_73
        {
            name = "E2";
            location = (6, 5);
....

        valuefield _tmp_74
        {
            name = "E3";
            location = (6, 4);
....

        valuefield _tmp_75
        {
            name = "E4";
            location = (6, 3);
....

        valuefield _tmp_76
        {
            name = "E5";
            location = (6, 2);
....

        valuefield _tmp_77
        {
            name = "E6";
            location = (6, 1);

New:

 valuefield _tmp_72
        {
            name = "E1";
            location = (6, 7);

....

        valuefield _tmp_73
        {
            name = "E2";
            location = (6, 6);

....

        valuefield _tmp_74
        {
            name = "E3";
            location = (6, 5);

....

        valuefield _tmp_75
        {
            name = "E4";
            location = (6, 4);

....
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        valuefield _tmp_76
        {
            name = "E5";
            location = (6, 3);

....

        valuefield _tmp_77
        {
            name = "E6";
            location = (6, 2);
2. Add a new error named E7 with the following parameters: 

valuefield _tmp_78
        {
            name = "E7";
            location = (6, 1);
            formula = "\"E7 = \" + 
GetValue(\"TranslatedText(\"albl_distant_seams\")\")";
            datatype = STRING;
            class = "";
            cacheable = TRUE;
            justify = LEFT;
            visibility = TRUE;
            angle = 0;
            length = 50;
            decimals = 0;
            sortdirection = NONE;
            fontname = "Arial Narrow";
            fontcolor = 153;
            fonttype = 2;
            fontsize = 5;
            fontratio = 1.5;
            fontstyle = 0;
            fontslant = 0;
            pen = -1;
            oncombine = NONE;
        };

New About dialog box in the Tekla on-demand license administration
tool
The new About dialog box in the Tekla on-demand license administration tool
now shows version information.

To open the About dialog box, click the Help button, then select About.

20.2 Administrator's release notes: Steel settings
The following customization settings only apply to the steel user group.

Administrator's release notes: Steel components (page 111)
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Administrator's release notes: Steel components
There are several improvements in steel components in Tekla Structures 2022.

Update your standard files if you want to use the new options and features.

For more information about these improvements, see Improvements in
components (page 70) in the Tekla Structures 2022 release notes.

20.3 Administrator's release notes: Concrete settings
The following customization settings only apply to the concrete user group.

Administrator's release notes: Updates in tools for automated precast
fabrication (page 112)

Administrator's release notes: Concrete components (page 112)

Administrator's release notes: Updates in tools for
automated precast fabrication

Export Unitechnik (79), Export ELiPLAN file, and BVBS Export contain
several improvements.

For more information about the improvements, see Updates in tools for
automated precast fabrication (page 63) in the Tekla Structures 2022 release
notes.

Administrator's release notes: Concrete components
There are several improvements in concrete components in Tekla Structures
2022.

Update your standard files if you want to use the new options and features.

For more information about these improvements, see Improvements in
components (page 70) in the Tekla Structures 2022 release notes.
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21 Localization release notes

Environment-specific Tekla Structures localization release notes introduce new
and changed features in the new Tekla Structures version from the localization
point of view. It lists the features that have been localized in your environment
and also helps you in your own customization tasks. The localization release
notes are supplied by the localization teams at your local area and reseller
offices.
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22Disclaimer

© 2022 Trimble Solutions Corporation and its licensors. All rights reserved.

This Software Manual has been developed for use with the referenced
Software. Use of the Software, and use of this Software Manual are governed
by a License Agreement. Among other provisions, the License Agreement sets
certain warranties for the Software and this Manual, disclaims other
warranties, limits recoverable damages, defines permitted uses of the
Software, and determines whether you are an authorized user of the
Software. All information set forth in this manual is provided with the warranty
set forth in the License Agreement. Please refer to the License Agreement for
important obligations and applicable limitations and restrictions on your
rights. Trimble does not guarantee that the text is free of technical
inaccuracies or typographical errors. Trimble reserves the right to make
changes and additions to this manual due to changes in the software or
otherwise.

In addition, this Software Manual is protected by copyright law and by
international treaties. Unauthorized reproduction, display, modification, or
distribution of this Manual, or any portion of it, may result in severe civil and
criminal penalties, and will be prosecuted to the full extent permitted by law.

Tekla Structures, Tekla Model Sharing, Tekla PowerFab, Tekla Structural
Designer, Tekla Tedds, Tekla Civil, Tekla Campus, Tekla Downloads, Tekla User
Assistance, Tekla Discussion Forum, Tekla Warehouse and Tekla Developer
Center are either registered trademarks or trademarks of Trimble Solutions
Corporation in the European Union, the United States, and/or other countries.
More about Trimble Solutions trademarks: http://www.tekla.com/tekla-
trademarks. Trimble is a registered trademark or trademark of Trimble Inc. in
the European Union, in the United States and/or other countries. More about
Trimble trademarks: http://www.trimble.com/trademarks.aspx. Other product
and company names mentioned in this Manual are or may be trademarks of
their respective owners. By referring to a third-party product or brand, Trimble
does not intend to suggest an affiliation with or endorsement by such third
party and disclaims any such affiliation or endorsement, except where
otherwise expressly stated.

Portions of this software:
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EPM toolkit © 1995-2006 Jotne EPM Technology a.s., Oslo, Norway. All rights
reserved.

Portions of this software make use of Open CASCADE Technology software.
Open Cascade Express Mesh Copyright © 2019 OPEN CASCADE S.A.S. All rights
reserved.

PolyBoolean C++ Library © 2001-2012 Complex A5 Co. Ltd. All rights reserved.

FLY SDK - CAD SDK © 2012 VisualIntegrity™. All rights reserved.

This application incorporates Open Design Alliance software pursuant to a
license agreement with Open Design Alliance. Open Design Alliance Copyright
© 2002-2020 by Open Design Alliance. All rights reserved.

CADhatch.com © 2017. All rights reserved.

FlexNet Publisher © 2016 Flexera Software LLC. All rights reserved.

This product contains proprietary and confidential technology, information
and creative works owned by Flexera Software LLC and its licensors, if any. Any
use, copying, publication, distribution, display, modification, or transmission of
such technology in whole or in part in any form or by any means without the
prior express written permission of Flexera Software LLC is strictly prohibited.
Except where expressly provided by Flexera Software LLC in writing,
possession of this technology shall not be construed to confer any license or
rights under any Flexera Software LLC intellectual property rights, whether by
estoppel, implication, or otherwise.

To see the third party open source software licenses, go to Tekla Structures,
click File menu --> Help --> About Tekla Structures and then click the 3rd
party licenses option.

The elements of the software described in this Manual are protected by
several patents and possibly pending patent applications in the United States
and/or other countries. For more information go to page http://
www.tekla.com/tekla-patents.
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